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ABBREVIATIONS  
 

BLS British Living Standards 

H.B.1 Household Budget Form 1 (Personal Details) 

H.B.2 Household Budget Form 2 (Housing & Utilities) 

H.B.3 Household Budget Form 3 (Annual/Quarterly Expenditure) 

H.B.4 Household Budget Form 4 (Daily Expenditure) 

H.B.5 Household Budget Form 5 (Income) 

H.B.20 Household Budget Form 20 (Summary Household Data) 

H.Q. Code ‘Headquarters’ code for classifying expenditures. MoL administrators also 

referred to these codes as simply ‘Item codes’. A more meaningful term for 

current use would be ‘admin code’ or ‘MoL-code’. 

MoL Ministry of Labour and National Service 

TNA The National Archives (UK) 
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I.  CONTEXT  
 
By 1953/4 rationing had been almost entirely phased out, so the opportunity presented itself for 
statisticians to observe what families would buy when free to choose. To this end, the Ministry of 
Labour and National Service (MoL) conducted a large-scale Family Expenditure Survey with the 
aim of providing updated benchmarks for the cost of living. 1  No large-scale household-
expenditure survey had been carried out since 1937/8, the results of which were only finally used 
to update the (‘interim’) cost of living index in 1947. 
 
The 1953/4 survey was much more elaborate than earlier surveys in the UK. All spending 
household members were required to keep records of their daily expenditure, itemising every 
purchase for three weeks. The starting date varied across the year from household to household 
(starting from the end of January 1953) so that allowances would be made for seasonal variations 
in prices. Reporting of longer-term expenditure was also requested comprehensively, including 
the cost of housing & utilities and other (annual/quarterly) expenditures on such items as licences, 
insurance premiums and education. In further contrast to the 1937/8 household survey, details of 
income were also requested. 
 
The method of household selection was made by first computing ‘sampling fractions’ for areas 
based upon population densities. Selection of actual addresses was made using Local Authority 
lists of premises subject to local rating assessments. Interviewers were trained before visiting each 
household and information was obtained by a mixture of interviewing and leaving respondents to 
fill in forms themselves. For example, form H.B.2 – relating to rent, mortgage-payments, dwelling 
upkeep & utilities – was completed by the interviewer who asked for this information from ‘the 
householder, housewife or other responsible member of the household’.2 Three H.B.4 forms – 
requesting everyday expenditure for a total of twenty-one days – were, on the other hand, left 
with each spending member of a household to complete themselves. 
 
The Ministry of Labour remained confident about the utility and accuracy of the results of this 
survey.3 A total of 13,018 household budgets were returned. The MoL deemed only 107 of these 
to be unusable – meaning that 12,911 suitably completed household budgets were available for 
analysis. There were only two principle caveats to the MoL’s expression of confidence in the 
results. Firstly, because reporting income was not compulsory, there were over 500 cases where 
households contained at least one member who did not declare their income on the requisite 
form. But ‘in the great majority of these cases sufficient details were obtained for the income of 
the household and of the head of household to be [correctly] allocated to [an] income range’.4 A 
related issue is that there was some under-reporting of income from some of those who did fill in 
the relevant form. This was immediately evident from some cases in which expenditure 
outweighed income. 
 
Secondly, comparisons made between survey-recorded expenditure on alcohol and tobacco and 
national amounts implied by customs and excise duties on these items revealed a ‘substantial’ 
level of underreporting. Alcohol consumption recorded in the survey amounted to less than half of 
what might have been expected; the survey reflected expenditure on tobacco of approximately 
75% of what duties implied.5  
 

                                                 
1
 A comprehensive report, not published by the Ministry of Labour until 1957, provides more detailed context and 

results than can be established here: Ministry of Labour and National Service, Report of an Enquiry into 
Household Expenditure in 1953-54, (London: H.M.S.O., 1957) [hereafter referred to as MoL, Report]. This guide 
has been created by Research Officer Kevin Reynolds, University of Sussex. 

2
 MoL, Report, p. 5. 

3
 MoL, Report, pp. 20-21. 

4
 MoL, Report, p.15. 

5
 MoL, Report, p. 21. 
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For other types of expenditure, however, there was a close parallel between survey-reported 
expenditure and what was implied by other sources. Exceptions (much less significant than those 
mentioned above) took place with what, in the early fifties, often counted as luxuries: chocolate, 
sweets, soft drinks, ice cream and meals away from home. Some of this would have been 
accounted for more bluntly, however, under the description of ‘pocket money’ given to children. 
It seems probable that – in contrast to any intentional desire to downplay consumption of alcohol 
and tobacco – respondents occasionally forgot about such items since these were often 
unplanned one-off purchases unlike the more routine daily/weekly spend. 
 
Of the 12,911 comprehensively completed surveys returned to the MoL, the British Living 
Standards project has been able to digitise 12,854 satisfactorily with, therefore, only 57 budgets 
that we have deemed problematic in some way (usually due to missing or damaged pages in the 
archive). This digitisation project has involved working with approximately 1,201,448 digital 
photographs of files held in The National Archives – the overwhelming majority of which capture 
two pages of a survey form.6 All of the data has been captured from hand-written responses on 
forms, requiring various strategies of data-cleaning via a mixture of computer-programming and 
manual proofing. 
 
The present dataset, version 3, provides individual-person-level expenditure and income 
(disaggregated by item-code7) in addition to household-level data. 
 
 
 
www.sussex.ac.uk/britishlivingstandards 
 

 

                                                 
6
 The TNA records are held within Ministry of Labour files, ‘LAB-24’ (‘Ministry of Labour and National Service: 

Returns of the Household Expenditure Enquiry, 1953 to 1954’). There are 1,236 relevant archival boxes. See 
online catalogue entry: http://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/SearchUI/Details?uri=C10139. 

7
 The list of MoL-defined items codes – or ‘hq-codes’ appear in Appendix I – ‘H.Q.’ Codes [HB.2/3/4/5], from p. 59. 

http://www.sussex.ac.uk/britishlivingstandards
http://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/SearchUI/Details?uri=C10139
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II.  GENERAL NOTES  
 
1. Forms Used in the Survey 

 
This section provides a brief outline of all forms used in the survey. To see the actual forms 
themselves (apart from H.B.1) please see Appendix VI – Example of an Original Household Budget 
on page 100. 
 
 
H.B.1 [Personal Details] 
This form recorded personal details including the address of the household and the names of its 
inhabitants. There was just one used per household. It was separated from other forms at an early 
stage by the Ministry of Labour & National Service and later destroyed. Before this happened, 
however, useful summary data that could not be used to identify any individuals was transferred 
to the form H.B.20. 
 
 
H.B.2 [Housing & Utilities] 
This form, completed by a visiting interviewer rather than any member of the household, 
recorded information about the dwelling and its upkeep (whether, for example, it was owned or 
rented, and the expenditure on the mortgage/rent). There was just one single form used for each 
household. Expenditures were converted to weekly averages by MoL administrators and these 
converted figures were written on the original forms themselves in red ink. 
 
 
H.B.3 [Annual/Quarterly Expenditures] 
A H.B.3 form was completed by each spending member of the household and was designed to 
account for larger regular payments such as licences, insurance premiums and education costs 
(with such costs usually occurring quarterly or annually). Expenditures were converted to weekly 
averages by MoL administrators and these converted figures were written on the original forms 
themselves in red ink. 
 
 
H.B.4 [Daily Expenditure] 
This form was used by each spending member of the household to record daily expenditure on all 
items purchased, including food & drink, fuel, travel and other expenditure. All expenditures were 
checked by MoL administrators and appended with ‘HQ codes’ written on the original forms 
themselves in red ink. 
 
 
H.B.5 [Income] 
This form was used to record income for each member of the household with some form of 
income (including details of welfare allowances). Income figures were converted to weekly 
averages by MoL administrators and these converted figures were written on the original forms 
themselves in red ink. There are 516 records with no H.B.5 (income) forms (see page 4 above for a 
brief discussion of cases where income was not declared). 
 
 
H.B.20 [Summary Household Data] 
This form, produced as a summary by the MoL (rather than by respondents) recorded a range of 
data that applied to the household as a whole.  Some of this information was taken from H.B.1 so 
that non personal data could be retained before destroying the H.B.1 form. There are 33 H.B.20 
forms missing from the 12,854 records represented in this dataset. 
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2. Table Structure 

The four csv-format files – Household-Table, HB3-Table, HB4-Table & HB5-Table – 

relate to 12,854 household records of the 1953-4 Ministry of Labour survey.8 These files/tables 
form a relational database reflecting the structure of a household return/file as shown in the 
graphic below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Translating Household Budget Forms into dataset Tables. 

 
 

Rectangular items in this graphic represent forms that were held by the Ministry of Labour for 
each participating household. We can see that each household file included a single H.B.1 form 
(personal details), a single H.B.2 form (housing & utilities) and a single H.B.20 form (summary 
household data). In addition, each spending person within that household returned a single H.B.3 
form (annual/quarterly expenditure), three H.B.4 forms (one for each week of daily expenditure), 
and a single H.B.5 (income) form.9 
 
The blue items represent information held within this data-set. The H.B.1 form is coloured grey 
because it was destroyed by the MoL and so there is no table to represent its contents (the form 
recorded the postal address plus a list of individuals’ names and other details). Information from 
forms H.B.2 and H.B.20 for any given household are found in a single record in Household-

Table. 

 
Individual person-level data is held within HB3-Table, HB4-Table and HB5-Table. The H.B.4 

forms in the graphic above are surrounded by a dashed line to convey the fact that information 
from all three forms is contained within a single table, HB4-Table. 

 
Every record in every file/table contains a unique household identifier, Household_Ref. This is, 

in fact, a combination of the four fields, Region, Area, Address & Household_No that have 

                                                 
8
 A single ‘household’ is not the same as a single address which may house several ‘households’. See 
Household_No (not to be confused with Household_Ref) on page 10. 

9
 This statement assumes that all was present and correct for a given household – which was not always the case. 

See page 6 for further details of missing forms. 

Household 

Spending 

Person(s) 

H.B.1 
[Personal Details] 

H.B.2 
[Housing & Utilities] 

H.B.20 
[Summary Household 

Data] 

H.B.3 
[Annual/Quarterly 

Expenditures] 

H.B.4 
[Daily Expenditure] 

Week 1 

H.B.4 
[Daily Expenditure] 

Week 2 

H.B.4 
[Daily Expenditure] 

Week 3 
H.B.5 

[Income] 

Household-Table 

HB4-Table 
HB3-Table HB5-Table 
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each been prefixed with leading zeros in order to provide a uniform-length unique identifier 
combined within one field for the purposes of matching records from different tables with relative 
ease (see Household_Ref entries in the Record Descriptions below, pages 10, 23, 29, 60). 

 
The following graphic represents the key fields defining the relationship between the four tables: 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Key fields and relationship of Tables. 

 

Thus, there is a single record for each household within Household-Table, each identifiable by 

a unique Household_Ref. 

 
In files HB3-Table, HB4-Table and HB5-Table, there are as many records with the same 

Household_Ref as there are persons who completed the relevant form.10 Thus, unique record 

identification in these tables consists of:  Household_Ref  +  Person_Id. 

 
Some fields/columns in these tables do not relate directly to information that was recorded by 
respondents or MoL administrators. Fields that have been introduced as part of the digitisation 
project run by British Living Standards appear in the Record Descriptions below with the 
appendage ‘[BLS]’. 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
10

 A caveat regarding missing forms, as outlined in footnote 9 above, applies here. 

HB4-Table 

Household_Ref 

Person_Id 

[other HB4 fields] 

 

Household-Table 

Household_Ref 

[HB2 & HB20 fields] 

 

HB3-Table 

Household_Ref 

Person_Id 

[other HB3 fields] 

 

HB5-Table 

Household_Ref 

Person_Id 

[other HB5 fields] 
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Many fields appear in the following format: 
 

Form_questionNumber_hqCode 

 
Thus, for example, the field HB5_q1_hq10.10 (within HB5-Table) relates to form H.B.5, 

question 1, and is the (monetary) value therein with a ‘H.Q. code’ of 10.10 that was entered for 
the given household-person. This particular code refers to ‘Gross income from wages, salaries, 
bonuses, etc.’ which can be found in the list of all H.Q. codes in Appendix I below (from page 64). 
Since respondents and MoL administrators often recorded numbers on seemingly inappropriate 
places on the forms, the reliable way to analyse this dataset statistically is to focus entirely on the 
H.Q. code element of any field that includes such a hqCode in its label. Fields without H.Q. codes 
in the field name exist because they reflect data that was not applicable to such coding (for 
example, information such as the number of people in a household) or where 
respondents/administrators had no choice but to conform rigidly to the intended structure of the 
form. For a more detailed explanation see Appendix V – Field Naming Convention. 
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III.  RECORD DESCRIPTIONS  
 
 

A) Household-Table [Summary Data, HB20/Housing & Utilities, HB2] 

 
 
Household_Ref [BLS] 

Unique Household Reference 

This unique household reference is generated from combining Region + Area + Address + 

Household_No so that a single-field standardised text-based key can be used to form the 

relational connection between each of the tables 1) in a way that most software packages will 
easily work with and 2) in a way that is easily read by eye. For these reasons, the reference is also 
preceded with the text “HR” (Household Reference) and interspersed with hyphens. Thus the 
record with a Region code of 11, an Area code of 1, an Address code of 4, and a 

Household_No of 0, has the Household_Ref ‘HR-11-01-04-00’. 

 
 
Region 

Region Code 

This two-digit number represents large areas across the United Kingdom (for example ‘Northern’). 
See the table in Appendix IV on page 90. 
 
 
Area 

Area Code 

This two-digit number represents an area within a more general ‘region’ (see the previous field-
description above). See the table in Appendix IV on page 90. 
 
 
Address 

Address List Number 

This number, consisting of up to two digits, represents an address that was selected from a Local 
Ratings list within a Region + Area locality. 

 
 
Household_No 

Household Number 

This number, consisting of up to two digits, identifies a single household within a particular 
address. This was necessary because a single address – a single physical building – might have 
contained more than one ‘household’ as defined by the MoL. The MoL definition for a ‘household’ 
was as follows: 

 
[…] A household was defined as either a person living alone, or a group of two or more persons living 
together in the sense of wholly, or partly, sharing meals and other household expenses. These persons 
were not necessarily related, e.g., two friends living together in a house or flat constituted a household 
for the purposes of the enquiry. Private households which included “boarders” were regarded as within 
the scope of the enquiry and such boarders were treated as members of the household […P]ayment 
made by the boarder to the household was regarded as an internal transfer within the household unit, 
i.e. it was disregarded when summarising the total expenditure and total income of all members of the 
household taken together. […] “Lodgers” i.e. persons renting part of a dwelling […] from the main 
tenant or owner and living and catering for themselves separately within that part, were treated as a 
separate household and separate sets of records were obtained from such households.

11
 

                                                 
11

 MoL, Report, p. 7. 
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Start_Week [MoL/BLS] 

Starting Week Number 

The "week number" assigned to each household was determined by the date from which the 
household's three-weeks' record keeping began. Week 1 began on 26th January 1953. This number 
was recorded in two places within the household file: 1) on the front of the file and 2) in the HB20 
form. In 6 cases, these numbers did not match and so the correct one has been chosen by BLS and 
entered in this field (by checking the first date entered in the first HB.4 form). It is for this reason 
that this cannot be deemed a purely ‘MoL’ generated field and why its label here is appended with 
‘[MoL/BLS]’. Furthermore, in the cases where either the front of the file or the HB.20 form was 
missing, the number was taken from the alternative respective source. There were, however, no 
cases in which both the file-front-page and the HB.20 were both missing for a household. All of 
this means that this field reports the starting week reliably for every household. 
 
 
HB20_q1 

Type of Area 

 

1  County of London. 

2 
 

 

3  Provincial towns with over 100,000 population. 

4   

5 
 

 

6  Other urban areas. 

7   

8  Rural areas. 
 
 

HB20_q3a 

Total number of members in the household 

This is a single-digit figure so will always be between 1 and 9. 
 
 
HB20_q3b 

Total number of household members aged under 16 years of age 

This is a single-digit figure so will always be between 0 and 9. Note that this figure will include 
children under the age of five as recorded in the next field, HB20_q3c. 

 
 
HB20_q3c 

Total number of household members under 5 years of age 

This is a single-digit figure so will always be between 0 and 9. 
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HB20_q4 

Constitution of Household 

 

1 One man (adult or adolescent), with or without children, and no others in household. (Note:- 
"Adult"= aged 21 or over; "Adolescent"=aged 16 to 20 inclusive; "Child"=aged under 16.) 

2 One woman (adult or adolescent), with or without children, and no others in household. 
(Note:- "Adult"= aged 21 or over; "Adolescent"=aged 16 to 20 inclusive; "Child"=aged under 
16.) 

3 One man and one woman (both being adult unless they were living together as man and wife 
in which case the question of age was ignored), with or without children, but with no other 
adolescents or adults in household. (Note:- "Adult"= aged 21 or over; "Adolescent"=aged 16 to 
20 inclusive; "Child"=aged under 16.) 

4 One man and one woman (both being adult unless they were living together as man and wife 
in which case the question of age was ignored), with or without children, and with one or 
more adolescents but no other adults in household. (Note:- "Adult"= aged 21 or over; 
"Adolescent"=aged 16 to 20 inclusive; "Child"=aged under 16.) 

5 Any other types of household. (Note:- "Adult"= aged 21 or over; "Adolescent"=aged 16 to 20 
inclusive; "Child"=aged under 16.) 
 
 

 
HB20_q5 

Occupational Status of Head of Household 

 

01 Employers (excluding those - such as authors - known to be employing only one or two 
personal assistants, e.g. secretaries, typists). 

02 Professional - working on own account or where the only persons employed are one or two 
personal assistants, e.g. secretaries, typists). 

03 Professional - employees, i.e. employed by firms, local authorities, etc. 

04 Teaching - working on own account. 

05 Teaching - employees, i.e. employed by colleges, schools, local authorities, etc. 

06 Managerial employees - e.g. directors, managers, district or branch managers, administrative 
personnel, technical staff, but not supervisors, foremen, overmen, chargehands, etc. 

07 Clerical employees - e.g. clerks, commercial travellers, agents, but not shop assistants. 

08 Manual workers - employees - skilled and unskilled, including foremen, etc., and postmen, 
waiters, cooks and domestic workers. 

09 Working on own account, other than professional or teaching - e.g. boot repairers, rag and 
bone merchants, shop or stall keepers, jobbing plumbers, etc. 

10 Shop assistants. 

11 Members of Police Forces or Fire Services. 

12 Members of Armed Forces. 

13 No gainful occupation, including retired. 
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HB20_q6 

Industry in which Head of Household Worked 

The 28 industry groups provided for in this code are substantially the main "Orders" of the 
Standard Industrial Classification. 
 
01 Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing. 

02 Mining and Quarrying. 

03 Treatment of Non-Metalliferous Mining Products other than Coal. 

04 Chemicals and Allied Trades. 

05 Metal Manufacture. 

06 Engineering, Shipbuilding and Electrical Goods. 

07 Vehicles. 

08 Metal Goods not elsewhere specified. 

09 Precision Instruments, Jewellery, etc. 

10 Textiles. 

11 Leather, Leather Goods and Fur. 

12 Clothing (including footwear). 

13 Food, Drink and Tobacco. 

14 Manufactures of Wood and Cork. 

15 Paper and Printing. 

16 Other Manufacturing Industries. 

17 Building and Contracting. 

18 Gas, Electricity and Water. 

19 Transport - Rail. 

20 Other Transport and Communication. 

21 Distributive Trades. 

22 Insurance, Banking and Finance. 

23 Armed Forces (not Police). 

24 National Government Service, other than Armed Forces. 

25 Local Government Service, including Police. 

26 Professional Services. 

27 Miscellaneous Services. 

28 No Industry, viz. retired or otherwise not gainfully occupied. 

 
 
HB20_q7 

Employment Position of Head of Household 

 

1 Working full-time. 

2 Working part-time (i.e. not more than 30 hours per week). 

3 Temporarily stopped (i.e. temporarily stood off from work but with the understanding that 
they were to return to their job within six weeks). 

4 Unemployed (though normally gainfully employed). 

5 Sick during more than 50 per cent of the record period. 

6 Retired or otherwise not gainfully occupied. 
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HB20_q8 

Members on Holiday 

This code was provided so that, if necessary, separate analyses could be made for households 
some or all of whose members were on holiday during part or the whole of the period during 
which they were keeping records. 
 
1 All members of the household on holiday during at least 7 of the 21 days covered by the 

records. 
2 One or more, but not all, members similarly on holiday. [during at least 7 of the 21 days 

covered by the records]. 
3 All other households. 

 

 
HB20_q9 

Households With Certain Specific Features Concerned With Their Constitution 

 

1 One or more visitors staying in the households during the whole or part of the period covered 
by the records, and/or one or more members of the household away from home during the 
whole or part of this period. 

2 The number of persons constituting the household changed during the period covered by the 
records, e.g. through births, deaths, etc. 

3 Household included one or more resident servants, e.g. gardeners, chauffeurs, etc. 

4 Households to which code numbers 1 and 2 were both applicable. 

5 Households to which code numbers 1 and 3 were both applicable. 

6 Households to which code numbers 2 and 3 were both applicable. 

7 Households to which code numbers 1, 2 and 3 were all applicable. 

8 All other households, i.e. those to which none of the circumstances covered by code numbers 
1 to 3 applied. 
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HB20_q10 

Type of Household 

This code enabled separate figures to be prepared, if required, for some special types of 
households. It was divided into two parts:- [01-19, Households in which all income recipients 
stated the amount and source of their income; 21-39, Households which did not furnish complete 
details of the amounts and sources of income]. 
 
01 Retired man living alone, not in receipt of State Old Age Pension12 or National Assistance13. 

02 Retired woman in similar circumstances [living alone, not in receipt of State Old Age Pension or 
National Assistance.] 

03 Man and wife living alone, the man (or both) having retired, and neither being in receipt of 
State Old Age Pension or National Assistance. 

04 Retired man living alone, not in receipt of State Old Age Pension but in receipt of National 
Assistance. 

05 Retired woman in similar circumstances [living alone, not in receipt of State Old Age Pension 
but in receipt of National Assistance.] 

06 Man and wife living alone, the man (or both) having retired, and neither being in receipt of 
State Old Age Pension but in receipt of National Assistance. 

07 Other households, not in receipt of National Assistance and not including any boarders, in 
which at least three-quarters of the total household income was provided by State Old Age 
Pension(s). 

17 Households similar to those in code 07 except that the household included one or more 
boarders. 

08 Other households, not including any boarders, in which at least three-quarters of the total 
household income was provided by State Old Age Pension(s) plus National Assistance. 

18 Households similar to those in code 08 except that the household included one or more 
boarders. 

09 All other households, not including boarders, for which the amounts and sources of income 
were furnished. 

19 All other households, which included one or more boarders, for which the amounts and 
sources of income were furnished. 

21 Retired man living alone. 

22 Retired woman living alone. 

23 Man and wide living alone, the man (or both) having retired. 

28 Other households, not including any boarders, but including one or more retired persons. 

38 Other households, including one or more boarders and including one or more retired persons. 

29 All other households, not including boarders, for which complete details of the amounts and 
sources of income were not furnished. 

39 All other households including one or more boarders, for which complete details of the 
amounts and sources of income were not furnished. 

 

 

  

                                                 
12

 The term "State Old Age Pension" in this context meant a Retirement or Old Age Pension paid by the Ministry of 
Pensions and National Insurance, or any other form of pension, benefit or allowance paid by that Department to 
elderly people. 

13
 The term "National Assistance" included Assistance paid in lieu of as well as in supplementation of National 
Insurance benefits, allowances or pensions, but excluded Non-Contributory Old Age Pensions which were 
regarded as comprised within the term "State Old Age Pension" - see previous footnote. 
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HB20_q11 

Number of Income Recipients in Household 

This single-digit code showed the number of members of the household in receipt of an income of 
10s or more per week. 
 
 
HB20_q12 

Income of Head of Household 

Average weekly income in pounds – one of 9 income brackets. The same income brackets are 
used for Total Income of Household (HB20_13). 

 

1 £50 or more. 

2 £30 but under £50. 

3 £20 but under £30. 

4 £14 but under £20. 

5 £10 but under £14. 

6 £8 but under £10. 

7 £6 but under £8. 

8 £3 but under £6. 

9 Under £3. 

 
 
HB20_q13 

Total Income of Household 

Average weekly household income in pounds – one of 9 income brackets. The same income 
brackets are used for Income of Head of Household (HB20_q12). See HB20_Range_Min, 

HB20_Range_Max and Sync_with_HB20_q13. 

 
1 £50 or more. 

2 £30 but under £50. 

3 £20 but under £30. 

4 £14 but under £20. 

5 £10 but under £14. 

6 £8 but under £10. 

7 £6 but under £8. 

8 £3 but under £6. 

9 Under £3. 

 
 
HB20_q14 

Type of Dwelling Occupied 

 

1 Council dwelling (including special Housing Trusts in Scotland and Northern Ireland). 

2 Other rented dwelling, unfurnished. 

3 Other rented dwelling, furnished. 

4 Dwelling owner-occupied (being purchased). 

5 Dwelling owner-occupied (purchase completed). 

6 Dwelling provided rent-free. 
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HB5_Total_Household_Income [BLS] 

Total Household Income 

This is the total sum of weekly-average income, in pence, reported from all H.B.5 forms for a given 
household. This equates to the sum of fields HB5_q1_hq10.10 to HB5_q4_hq10.53 for all 

individuals in a given household. To determine whether the MoL deemed this figure to be 
comprehensively reported by all relevant members of the household, see HB20_q10. To 

determine whether this figure, aggregated by BLS, conforms to the MoL-reported income-band 
defined by HB20_q13, see  Sync_with_HB20_q13. 

 
 
HB20_Range_Min [BLS] 

Minimum level in MoL-defined income range 

This figure shows the minimum weekly household income level, converted to pence, taken from 
the income band reported in HB20_q13. 

 
 
HB20_Range_Max [BLS] 

Maximum leven in MoL-defined income range 

This figure shows the maximum weekly household income level, converted to pence, taken from 
the income band reported in HB20_q13. For the highest band (that equates to a minimum 

income in HB20_Range_Min above 12,000 pence) the upper limit is set in this field to the 

absurdly high level of 12,000,000,000 pence so as to ensure the capture of all the highest income 
earners. 
 
 
Sync_with_HB20_q13 [BLS] 

This boolean field denotes whether or not the total income figure (HB5_Total_Income), 

calculated by BLS from the sum of all H.B.5 forms, matches the range specified (by MoL 
administrators) in HB20_q13. The minimum and maximum figures, converted to pence, from the 

band specified in HB20_q13 can be viewed in HB20_Range_Min and HB20_Range_Max. 

There are just over 500 cases in which income was not reported in detail – in which case this field 
reads ‘False’. See HB20_q10, Num_HB5, and the brief discussion of such cases on page 4 above. 

 
 
HB2_q1 

Type of Dwelling 

C Council Dwelling 
RU Other dwelling rented unfurnished by this household 
RF Other dwelling 
O Dwelling owned and occupied by this household 
NR Dwelling provided rent-free (e.g. by employer) 
 
 
HB2_q2_pt1 

Number of Rooms occupied by this household - Number of rooms occupied, excluding rooms sub-
let and rooms shared with other households, 1.01 

 
 
HB2_q2_pt2 

Number of Rooms occupied by this household - Number of rooms shared with 1 or more other 
households, 1.02 
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HB2_q3 

Telephone cost 

This figure is the weekly average in pence for the entire household. It was converted to a weekly 
average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators. 
 
 
HB2_q4 

Rented (or Rent-Free) Dwellings - Rent 

This figure is the weekly average in pence for the entire household. It was converted to a weekly 
average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators. 
 
 
HB2_q5 

Rented (or Rent-Free) Dwellings - Rates and Water Charges 

This figure is the weekly average in pence for the entire household. It was converted to a weekly 
average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators. 
 
 
HB2_q7 

Owner-Occupied Dwellings - Mortgage Payments 

This figure is the weekly average in pence for the entire household. It was converted to a weekly 
average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators. 
 
 
HB2_q8 

Owner-Occupied Dwellings - Income Tax assessment, Schedule A 

This figure is the weekly average in pence for the entire household. It was converted to a weekly 
average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators. 
 
 
HB2_q9 

Owner-Occupied Dwellings - Full ground rent, feu-duty, etc. 

This figure is the weekly average in pence for the entire household. It was converted to a weekly 
average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators. 
 
 
HB2_q10 

Owner-Occupied Dwellings - Rates and Water Charges (last payment)  

This figure is the weekly average in pence for the entire household. It was converted to a weekly 
average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators. 
 
 
HB2_q11 

Owner-Occupied Dwellings - Insurance of dwelling (not contents) 

This figure is the weekly average in pence for the entire household. It was converted to a weekly 
average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators. 
 
 
HB2_q12_pt1 

All Dwellings, Rented or Owned - Rent received for any part of house sub-let 

This figure is the weekly average in pence for the entire household. It was converted to a weekly 
average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators. 
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HB2_hq1.13 

Rented accommodation, unfurnished (including all Council dwellings) 

Balance - net cost of rooms occupied. 

This figure is the weekly average in pence for the entire household. It was converted to a weekly 
average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators. 
 
 
HB2_hq1.23 

Rented accommodation, furnished 

Balance - net cost of rooms occupied 

This figure is the weekly average in pence for the entire household. It was converted to a weekly 
average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators. 
 
 
HB2_hq1.37 

Sum of 1.32 to 1.35 less 1.36 

This figure is the weekly average in pence for the entire household. It was converted to a weekly 
average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators. 
This translates as housing expenditure net of sub-letting income: ‘Schedule A gross assessment’ + 
‘Ground rent, etc.’ + ‘Rates and water charges’ + ‘Insurance on dwelling’ less ‘Rent received for 
sub-let part, if any’. 
 
 
HB2_hq1.43 

Total of rates and water charges (1.41) and other accommodation payments (1.42) less rent 
received for any sub-let part (1.44) 

This figure is the weekly average net housing expenditure in pence for the entire household. It was 
converted to a weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators. 
 
 
HB2_q13 

House Repairs, Decorations and Improvements 

This figure is the weekly average in pence for the entire household. It was converted to a weekly 
average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators. 
 
 
HB2_q15 

Gas, Total Amount 

This figure is the weekly average in pence for the entire household. It was converted to a weekly 
average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators. 
 
 
HB2_q17 

Gas - Any  sum for hire, hire-purchase, purchase or maintenance of gas fittings or appliances 

This figure is the weekly average in pence for the entire household. It was converted to a weekly 
average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators. 
 
 
HB2_q18 

Gas - Meter-rent 

This figure is the weekly average in pence for the entire household. It was converted to a weekly 
average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators. 
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HB2_q20 

Electricity, Total Amount 

This figure was entered alongside a respondent-specified period and subsequently converted to a 
weekly average by MoL administrators. 
 
 
HB2_q22 

Electricity - Any  sum for hire, hire-purchase, purchase or maintenance of electric fittings or 
appliances 

This figure is the weekly average in pence for the entire household. It was converted to a weekly 
average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators. 
 
 
HB2_q23 

Electricity – meter rent 

This figure is the weekly average in pence for the entire household. It was converted to a weekly 
average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators. 
 
 
HB2_q24_hq1.71 

Gas, Credit Account - Cost 

This figure is the weekly average in pence for the entire household. It was converted to a weekly 
average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators. 
 
 
HB2_q24_hq1.72 

Gas, Credit account - Hire of appliances 

This figure is the weekly average in pence for the entire household. It was converted to a weekly 
average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators. 
 
 
HB2_q24_hq1.73 

Gas, Credit account - Meter rent, if any 

This figure is the weekly average in pence for the entire household. It was converted to a weekly 
average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators. 
 
 
HB2_q24_hq1.74 

Gas, Slot meter payments (less rebates) 

This figure is the weekly average in pence for the entire household. It was converted to a weekly 
average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators. 
 
 
HB2_q25_hq1.81 

Electricity, Credit account - Cost 

This figure is the weekly average in pence for the entire household. It was converted to a weekly 
average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators. 
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HB2_q25_hq1.84 

Electricity, Slot meter payments 

This figure is the weekly average in pence for the entire household. It was converted to a weekly 
average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators. 
 
 
HB2_q27_to_q33_hq1.91 

Coal, anthracite, coalite and other boiler fuels except coke - Cost 

This figure is the weekly average in pence for the entire household. It was converted to a weekly 
average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators. 
 
 
HB2_q27_to_q33_hq1.92 

Coke - Cost 

This figure is the weekly average in pence for the entire household. It was converted to a weekly 
average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators. 
 
 
HB2_q27_to_q33_hq1.94 

Fuel oil and paraffin - Cost 

This figure is the weekly average in pence for the entire household. It was converted to a weekly 
average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators. 
 
 
HB2_q27_to_q33_hq1.99 

Peat, woodlogs, firewood, firelighters, candles and other fuel and light (not matches) - Cost. 

This figure is the weekly average in pence for the entire household. It was converted to a weekly 
average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators. 
 
 
HB4_Num_People [BLS] 

The number of people with records of daily expenditure recorded on H.B.4 forms 

 
 
HB4_Num_Days_With_Expenditures [BLS] 

The total number of days in H.B.4 forms which contain one or more entries of expenditure 

 

 

HB4_Total_Expenditure [BLS] 

The total expenditure recorded by the household in H.B.4 forms 

If every spending member of the household was normally present (e.g. not on holiday) for the 
duration of three weeks then this will amount to the total of all three weeks expenditure for all 
spending household members. See the following relevant fields: 
 

HB4_Num_People 
HB4_Num_Days_With_Expenditures 
HB20_q8 
HB20_q9 
HB20_q10 
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Num_HB5 [BLS] 

Number of H.B. 5 

The Number of H.B.5 (income) forms present and correct (in TNA holdings) for a given household. 
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B) HB3-Table [Annual/Quarterly Expenditure] 

 
 
Household_Ref [BLS] 

Unique Household Reference 

This unique household reference is generated from combining Region + Area + Address + 

Household_No (from the relavent record in Household-Table) so that a single-field 

standardised text-based key can be used to form the relational connection between each of the 
tables 1) in a way that most software packages will easily work with and 2) in a way that is easily 
read by eye. For these reasons, the reference is also preceded with the text “HR” (Household 
Reference) and interspersed with hyphens. Thus the household with a Region code of 11, an 

Area code of 1, an Address code of 4, and a Household_No of 0, has the Household_Ref 

‘HR-11-01-04-00’. 
 
 
Person_Id 

Person Identifier 

This single-digit field represents a unique person within a household (1-9). 
 
 
HB3_q1_pt1/2 

Expenditure on Wireless and Television Licence payments 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
 
 
HB3_q1_pt3 

Expenditure on Driving Licence payments 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
 
 
HB3_q1_pt4 

Expenditure on Dog Licence payments 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
 
 
HB3_q2 

Any Other kind of Licence that is not accounted for in HB3-1 to HB3-4 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
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HB3_q3 

Car or Motorcycle Tax 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
 
 
HB3_q4 

Car or Motorcycle Insurance 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
 
 
HB3_q6_to_q11_hq5.48 

Insurances (other than motor) - Television Insurance 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. HQ code 5.48 is 
used – normally with reference to entries in for H.B.4 (daily expenditure) – to refer to ‘Repairs to 
or servicing of items in code 5.4 [Radio, television, musical instruments]’. Its use in form H.B.3, 
however, is to refer to expenditure on television insurance. 
 
 
HB3_q6_to_q11_hq6.37 

Insurances (other than motor) - Photographic Equipment Insurance 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. HQ code 6.37 is 
used – normally with reference to entries in for H.B.4 (daily expenditure) – to refer to 
‘Photographic goods, including charges for developing and printing films and for studio photos’. Its 
use in form H.B.3, however, is to refer to expenditure on photographic equipment insurance. 
 
 
HB3_q6_to_q11_hq7.34 

Insurances (other than motor) - Cycle Insurance 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. HQ code 7.34 is 
used – normally with reference to entries in for H.B.4 (daily expenditure) – to refer to ‘Upkeep and 
repair of cycles, tricycles’. Its use in form H.B.3, however, is to refer more specifically to 
expenditure on cycle insurance. 
 
 
HB3_q6_to_q11_hq8.62 

Insurances (other than motor) - Premiums on "education" policies 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
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HB3_q6_to_q11_hq8.63 

Insurances (other than motor) - Premiums on Part-time education or training, music or dancing 
lessons 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
 
 
 
HB3_q6_to_q11_hq8.74 

Insurances (other than motor) - Subscriptions to sick clubs, friendly societies, burial clubs, etc. 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
 
 
HB3_q6_to_q11_hq9.11 

Insurances (other than motor) - National Insurance contributions, whether paid direct or by 
deduction from earnings 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. Despite the fact 
that the section of H.B.3 containing questions 6-11 stated ‘do not include National Insurance 
contributions’,  one household (HR-15-31-24-00) did include a total of 83 pence of National 
Insurance contributions in (two) H.B.3 forms. 
 
 
HB3_q6_to_q11_hq9.12 

Insurances (other than motor) - Life insurance premiums, including "industrial" policies, pension 
and superannuation insurance premiums and contributions to pension and superannuation funds 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
 
 
HB3_q6_to_q11_hq9.14 

Insurances (other than motor) - Fire, burglary and "comprehensive" insurance premiums 
(excluding premiums on "education" policies and on policies for insurance of structure of 
dwellings) 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
 
 
HB3_q6_to_q11_hq9.15 

Insurances (other than motor) - Sickness and accident insurance premiums; insurance to provide 
income or compensation during sickness or incapacity; subscriptions to organisations or funds to 
meet costs of medical or surgical treatment, etc. (excluding items coded 8.74) 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
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HB3_q12_hq8.44 

Education, Training, Etc., Fees - Payments to day nurseries 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. There is just one 
household, HR-16-05-05-00, that records a payment – of 44 pence per week towards ‘Day nursery 
school fees’ under question 12 of the H.B.3 form. 
 
 
HB3_q12_hq8.61 

Education, Training, Etc., Fees – Fees and allowances to students at residential colleges, boarding 
schools, etc., (i.e., expenditure covering living costs as well as tuition). 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. The single 
household, HR-20-41-31-00, that records a payment shows a total of £150 towards ‘General 
boarding school fee’ entered by the respondent. This has been entered as a weekly average of 57 
shillings and 8 pence by MoL administrators. This has been digitised as 692 pence per week. 
 
 
HB3_q12_hq8.62 

Education, Training, Etc., Fees - Other full-time education or training; premiums on "education" 
policies 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
 
 
HB3_q12_hq8.63 

Education, Training, Etc., Fees - Part-time education or training, music or dancing lessons 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
 
 
HB3_q12_hq8.64 

Education, Training, Etc., Fees - Medical, dental, etc., fees, including cost of dentures, nursing. 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. There is only one 
household, HR-20-87-44-00, that records an expenditure in question 12 of the H.B.3 form with hq-
code 8.64. This is for a weekly average payment of 29 pence for ‘Lessons (Speech Therepy)’. This 
item was originally coded as 8.63, ‘Part-time education or training, music or dancing lessons’ 
which seems more relevant than 8.64. However, an MoL administrator crossed out the 8.63 and 
replaced it with 8.64 instead. 
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HB3_q12_to_q13_hq8.73 

Subscriptions to trade unions and professional organisations 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
There are only two households/individuals, HR-13-50-04-00 (person 1) and HR-20-81-16-00 
(person 3), that recorded a (single, small) value for the hq code 8.73 within the HB3 form since it 
was more appropriate to record this information elsewhere: there are thousands of instances of 
this expense recorded in HB4 forms. The instance in household HR-13-50-04-00 refers to a weekly 
average expense of ten pence towards the ‘Society of Radiographers’. The example in household 
HR-20-81-16-00, on the other hand, records an average weekly expenditure of 2 shillings (24 
pence) for an ‘A.E.U. Subscription’, a subscription, that is, to a trades union (as noted in pencil on 
the form), most probably the Amalgamated Engineering Union. 
 
 
HB3_q13_hq7.24 

Season or Contract Tickets - Maintenance and running of cars, motor-cycles, etc. 

Other upkeep, repairs and renewals including garaging 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
 
 
HB3_q13_hq7.51 

Season or Contract Tickets - Travel to and from work or school - By rail or tube 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
 
 
HB3_q13_hq7.52 

Season or Contract Tickets - Travel to and from work or school - By bus, tram, coach or ferry (not 
by own car) 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
 
 
HB3_q13_hq7.71 

Season or Contract Tickets - Other travel and transport - By rail or tube 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
 
 
HB3_q13_hq7.72 

Season or Contract Tickets - Other travel and transport - By bus, tram, coach, plane or ship 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
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HB3_q13_hq7.81 

Season or Contract Tickets - Travel not otherwise assignable - Travel and transport, not 
assignable under codes 7.5, 7.6 or 7.7 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
 
 
HB3_q13_hq8.24 

Season or Contract Tickets - Entertainments and other services connected with leisure 

Admission to football, cricket, etc., matches (see below for betting) 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. There is only one 
household, HR-18-11-03-00, that has made an entry in question 13 of H.B.3 with this code. The 
description written by the respondent reads ‘Annual subscription for swimming baths for son’ and 
the expenditure amounts to a weekly average of just 2 pence. 
 
 
HB3_q13_hq8.71 

Season or Contract Tickets - Miscellaneous licences (gun, dog, etc.) 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. There is only one 
household, HR-11-05-07-00, with a weekly average expense (of 0.25 pence) under the code 8.71. 
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C) HB4-Table [Daily Expenditure] 

 
 
Household_Ref [BLS] 

Unique Household Reference 

This unique household reference is generated from combining Region + Area + Address + 

Household_No (from the relavent record in Household-Table) so that a single-field 

standardised text-based key can be used to form the relational connection between each of the 
tables 1) in a way that most software packages will easily work with and 2) in a way that is easily 
read by eye. For these reasons, the reference is also preceded with the text “HR” (Household 
Reference) and interspersed with hyphens. Thus the household with a Region code of 11, an 

Area code of 1, an Address code of 4, and a Household_No of 0, has the Household_Ref 

‘HR-11-01-04-00’. 
 
 
Person_Id 

Person Identifier 

This single-digit field represents a unique person within a household (1-9). 
 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.11 [exp/quant/count] 

Bread, wholemeal bread, milk loaves, rolls 

Expenditure (pence), quantity (oz) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the 
individual identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.12 [exp/quant/count] 

Flour, plain or self-raising 

Expenditure (pence), quantity (oz) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the 
individual identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.13 [exp/quant/count] 

Cereals - oatmeal, rice, sago, tapioca, macaroni, etc.; breakfast cereals; custard powder, 
cornflour, cake mixture, etc. 

Expenditure (pence), quantity (oz) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the 
individual identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.14 [exp/quant/count] 

Biscuits, shortbread, wafers, etc. 

Expenditure (pence), quantity (oz) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the 
individual identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.15 [exp/quant/count] 

Cakes, currant bread, malt bread, buns, scones, pastries, muffins, crumpets, fruit pies, etc. 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 
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HB4_q1_hq2.16 [exp/quant/count] 

Flour supplied free by employers 

Expenditure (pence), quantity (oz) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the 
individual identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.17 [exp/quant/count] 

Oatmeal supplied free by employers 

Expenditure (pence), quantity (oz) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the 
individual identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.20 [exp/quant/count] 

Beef and veal 

Expenditure (pence), quantity (oz) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the 
individual identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.21 [exp/quant/count] 

Mutton and lamb 

Expenditure (pence), quantity (oz) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the 
individual identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.22 [exp/quant/count] 

Pork 

Expenditure (pence), quantity (oz) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the 
individual identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.23 [exp/quant/count] 

Bacon and (uncooked) ham 

Expenditure (pence), quantity (oz) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the 
individual identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.24 [exp/quant/count] 

Cooked ham, including canned ham 

Expenditure (pence), quantity (oz) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the 
individual identified in Person_Id. 

 

HB4_q1_hq2.25 [exp/quant/count] 

Sausages, meat pies, meat puddings – Cost only 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 
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HB4_q1_hq2.26 [exp/quant/count] 

Rabbits, poultry, game 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.27 [exp/quant/count] 

Canned, potted or bottled meat, including meat paste - Cost only 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.28 [exp/quant/count] 

Offal and other meat and meat products, including minced meat 

Expenditure (pence), quantity (oz) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the 
individual identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.29 [exp/quant/count] 

Meat not otherwise defined - Cost only 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.31 [exp/quant/count] 

Fresh, including shell fish; dried, smoked or cured fish 

Expenditure (pence), quantity (oz) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the 
individual identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.32 [exp/quant/count] 

Canned, potted or bottled fish, including fish paste; fish cakes – Cost only 

Expenditure (pence), quantity (oz) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the 
individual identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.33 [exp/quant/count] 

Fried fish, fish and chips, fish and peas – Cost only 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.41 [exp/quant/count] 

Butter 

Expenditure (pence), quantity (oz) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the 
individual identified in Person_Id. 
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HB4_q1_hq2.42 [exp/quant/count] 

Margarine 

Expenditure (pence), quantity (oz) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the 
individual identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.43 [exp/quant/count] 

Cooking fat, lard, dripping, suet 

Expenditure (pence), quantity (oz) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the 
individual identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.49 [exp/quant/count] 

"Fats" not otherwise defined – Cost only 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.51 [exp/quant/count] 

Fresh milk bought at normal or reduced prices, excluding milk supplied free 

Expenditure (pence), quantity (pints) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the 
individual identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.52 [exp/quant/count] 

School milk and other free supplies of milk under National Milk Scheme 

Expenditure (pence), quantity (pints) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the 
individual identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.53 [exp/quant/count] 

Skimmed milk, cream, dried or canned milk, baby milk foods, yoghourt, synthetic cream – Cost 
only 

Expenditure (pence), quantity (oz) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the 
individual identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.54 [exp/quant/count] 

Cheese, including fancy and packet cheese 

Expenditure (pence), quantity (oz) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the 
individual identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.55 [exp/quant/count] 

Eggs - shell, dried, frozen, liquid 

Expenditure (pence), quantity (number) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by 
the individual identified in Person_Id. 
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HB4_q1_hq2.56 [exp/quant/count] 

Milk supplied free by employers 

Expenditure (pence), quantity (pints) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the 
individual identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.61 [exp/quant/count] 

Potatoes, including chips 

Expenditure (pence), quantity (oz) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the 
individual identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.62 [exp/quant/count] 

Vegetables (green root), legumes and tomatoes – fresh – Cost only 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 

HB4_q1_hq2.63 [exp/quant/count] 

Vegetables (green root), legumes and tomatoes - frozen, dried, tinned, bottled (including juices) – 
Cost only 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.64 [exp/quant/count] 

Fruit – fresh – Cost only 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.65 [exp/quant/count] 

Fruit - frozen, dried, tinned, bottled (including juices and fruit syrups) – Cost only 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.66 [exp/quant/count] 

Potatoes supplied free by employers 

Expenditure (pence), quantity (oz) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the 
individual identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.69 [exp/quant/count] 

Greengrocery not otherwise defined – Cost only 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 
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HB4_q1_hq2.71 [exp/quant/count] 

Sugar 

Expenditure (pence), quantity (oz) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the 
individual identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.72 [exp/quant/count] 

Syrup, treacle, honey, jam, marmalade, lemon curd 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.73 [exp/quant/count] 

Chocolate (eating), sweets 

Expenditure (pence), quantity (oz) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the 
individual identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.81 [exp/quant/count] 

Tea 

Expenditure (pence), quantity (oz) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the 
individual identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.82 [exp/quant/count] 

Coffee, coffee essence, etc 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 

HB4_q1_hq2.83 [exp/quant/count] 

Cocoa, cocoa essence, drinking chocolate, proprietary drinks 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.84 [exp/quant/count] 

Soft drinks (carbonates, squashes, cordials, crystals) – Cost only  

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.91 [exp/quant/count] 

Ice cream – Cost only 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 
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HB4_q1_hq2.92 [exp/quant/count] 

Other foods - jellies, candied peel and fruits, mincemeat, soups, sauces, vinegar, essences, herbs, 
salt, mustard, pepper – Cost only 

Expenditure (pence), quantity (oz) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the 
individual identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.93 [exp/quant/count] 

Meals bought away from home, i.e. all food bought and consumed outside the home, including 
any non-alcoholic drinks bought with meals – Cost only 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.94 [exp/quant/count] 

School meals free 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.95 [exp/quant/count] 

Meals supplied free by employers 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.96 [exp/quant/count] 

Food supplied free, other than milk, potatoes, flour and oatmeal, and other than in meals or meal 
vouchers 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q1_hq2.99 [exp/quant/count] 

Food not otherwise defined 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q2_hq3.11 [exp/quant/count] 

Beer, stout, cider, etc. (draught or bottle), including tips 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 

HB4_q2_hq3.12 [exp/quant/count] 

Wines, spirits (glass or bottle), including tips - Cost only 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 
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HB4_q2_hq3.19 [exp/quant/count] 

Drinks not otherwise defined 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q2_hq3.21 [exp/quant/count] 

Cigarettes, including cigarette tobacco and paper 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q2_hq3.22 [exp/quant/count] 

Pipe tobacco 

Expenditure (pence), quantity (oz) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the 
individual identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q2_hq3.23 [exp/quant/count] 

Cigars, snuff – Cost only 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q2_hq3.24 [exp/quant/count] 

Smokers' requisites, e.g. pipes, pouches, cases, lighters, ash trays – Cost only 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q3_hq1.71 [exp/quant/count] 

Gas - Credit account 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q3_hq1.72 [exp/quant/count] 

Gas - Credit account - Hire of appliances 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q3_hq1.73 [exp/quant/count] 

Gas - Credit account - Meter rent, if any 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 
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HB4_q3_hq1.74 [exp/quant/count] 

Slot meter payments (less rebates) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q3_hq1.81 [exp/quant/count] 

Electricity - Credit account 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q3_hq1.82 [exp/quant/count] 

Electricity - Credit account - Hire of appliances 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q3_hq1.83 [exp/quant/count] 

Electricity - Credit account - Meter rent, if any 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q3_hq1.84 [exp/quant/count] 

Electricity - Slot meter payments 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q3_hq1.91 [exp/quant/count] 

Coal, anthracite, coalite and other boiler fuels except coke 

Expenditure (pence), quantity (cwt) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the 
individual identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q3_hq1.92 [exp/quant/count] 

Coke 

Expenditure (pence), quantity (cwt) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the 
individual identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q3_hq1.93 [exp/quant/count] 

Free or concessionary coal 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 
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HB4_q3_hq1.94 [exp/quant/count] 

Fuel oil and paraffin 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q3_hq1.99 [exp/quant/count] 

Peat, woodlogs, firewood, firelighters, candles and other fuel and light (not matches) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q3_hq6.21 [exp/quant/count] 

Books (not library subscriptions), including programmes, maps, diaries, time-tables 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q3_hq6.22 [exp/quant/count] 

Newspapers, magazines and periodicals 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q3_hq6.24 [exp/quant/count] 

Other (e.g. writing paper and envelopes, pens, cards, ink, string; paper napkins); typewriters; 
rulers 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q3_hq6.41 [exp/quant/count] 

Matches 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q3_hq6.42 [exp/quant/count] 

Soap, soap flakes, soap powders, and detergents (not shaving soap) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q3_hq6.43 [exp/quant/count] 

Toilet paper 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 
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HB4_q3_hq6.44 [exp/quant/count] 

Soda, polishes, ammonia, disinfectant, insecticides, starch, abrasive powders, dyes 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq4.11 [exp/quant/count] 

Men’s Wear – Outwear (suits, jackets, blazers, trousers, waistcoats, cardigans, overalls, bathing 
costumes, shorts, dressing gowns, kilts, overcoats, raincoats, mackintoshes, capes - not hats or 
gloves, hose or footwear) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq4.12 [exp/quant/count] 

Men’s Wear – Underwear (vests, pants, combinations, pyjamas, shirts, collars) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq4.13 [exp/quant/count] 

Men’s Wear – Socks, stockings 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq4.14 [exp/quant/count] 

Men’s Wear – Boots, shoes, slippers, Wellingtons, etc 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq4.15 [exp/quant/count] 

Men’s Wear – Hats and caps 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq4.21 [exp/quant/count] 

Women’s Wear – Outwear (frocks, dresses, suits, costumes, jackets, blazers, skirts, blouses, twin 
sets, jumpers, cardigans, slacks, shorts, gym tunics, dressing gowns, overalls, aprons, bathing 
costumes, beach suits, coats, raincoats, capes, mackintoshes - not hats, gloves, hosiery or 
footwear) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq4.22 [exp/quant/count] 

Women’s Wear – Underwear (vests, knickers, panties, combinations, slips, petticoats, underskirts, 
corsets, roll-ons, suspender belts, brassieres, bodices, pyjamas, nightdresses) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 
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HB4_q4_hq4.23 [exp/quant/count] 

Women’s Wear – Hosiery - stockings, ankle socks 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq4.24 [exp/quant/count] 

Women’s Wear – Boots, shoes, slippers, bootees, Wellingtons, etc. 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq4.25 [exp/quant/count] 

Women’s Wear – Hats, caps, etc. 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq4.31 [exp/quant/count] 

Boy’s Wear – Outwear (suits, jackets, blazers, trousers, waistcoats, cardigans, overalls, bathing 
costumes, shorts, dressing gowns, kilts, overcoats, raincoats, mackintoshes, capes - not hats or 
gloves, hose or footwear) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq4.32 [exp/quant/count] 

Boy’s Wear – Underwear (vests, pants, combinations, pyjamas, shirts, collars) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq4.33 [exp/quant/count] 

Boy’s Wear – Socks, stockings 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq4.34 [exp/quant/count] 

Boy’s Wear – Boots, shoes, slippers, Wellingtons, etc. 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq4.35 [exp/quant/count] 

Boy’s Wear – Hats and caps 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 
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HB4_q4_hq4.41 [exp/quant/count] 

Girl’s Wear – Outwear (frocks, dresses, suits, costumes, jackets, blazers, skirts, blouses, twin sets, 
jumpers, cardigans, slacks, shorts, gym tunics, dressing gowns, overalls, aprons, bathing 
costumes, beach suits, coats, raincoats, capes, mackintoshes - not hats, gloves, hosiery or 
footwear) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq4.42 [exp/quant/count] 

Girl’s Wear – Underwear (vests, knickers, panties, combinations, slips, petticoats, underskirts, 
corsets, roll-ons, suspender belts, brassieres, bodices, pyjamas, nightdresses) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq4.43 [exp/quant/count] 

Girl’s Wear – Hosiery - stockings, ankle socks 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq4.44 [exp/quant/count] 

Girl’s Wear – Boots, shoes, slippers, bootees, Wellingtons, etc. 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq4.45 [exp/quant/count] 

Girl’s Wear – Hats, caps, etc. 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq4.51 [exp/quant/count] 

Infants' wear 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq4.52 [exp/quant/count] 

Clothing dress materials 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq4.53 [exp/quant/count] 

Dressmakers', etc., charges for making up materials, alterations (not for clothing repairs) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 
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HB4_q4_hq4.54 [exp/quant/count] 

Gloves, scarves, handkerchiefs, ties, braces, belts, garters, laces, sewing cotton, knitting wool, 
needles, ribbons, laces, patterns, etc. 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq4.61 [exp/quant/count] 

Outerwear - male and female 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq4.62 [exp/quant/count] 

Underwear, hosiery - male and female 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq4.65 [exp/quant/count] 

Footwear - male and female 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq4.67 [exp/quant/count] 

Clothing - not otherwise defined 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq4.71 [exp/quant/count] 

Payments into clothing clubs (if not assignable to particular types of clothing covered by codes 4.1 
to 4.6) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq5.11 [exp/quant/count] 

New furniture - upholstered - not hire purchase 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq5.12 [exp/quant/count] 

New furniture - upholstered - H.P. payments 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 
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HB4_q4_hq5.13 [exp/quant/count] 

Second-hand furniture - upholstered 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq5.14 [exp/quant/count] 

New furniture - non-upholstered – not H.P. 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq5.15 [exp/quant/count] 

New furniture - non-upholstered - H.P. payments 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq5.16 [exp/quant/count] 

Second-hand furniture - non-upholstered 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq5.17 [exp/quant/count] 

Furniture, not defined as to new, second-hand, hire-purchase or as to whether or not upholstered 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq5.18 [exp/quant/count] 

Repairs to furniture in code 5.1 [‘Furniture’, hq 5.11-5.17] 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq5.21 [exp/quant/count] 

New carpets, felt, lino, floor mats, etc. - not H.P. 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq5.22 [exp/quant/count] 

New carpets, felt, lino, floor mats, etc. - H.P. payments 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 
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HB4_q4_hq5.23 [exp/quant/count] 

Second-hand carpets, felt, lino, floor mats, etc. 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq5.31 [exp/quant/count] 

New mattresses, pillows, bolsters, cushions, etc. - not H.P. 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq5.32 [exp/quant/count] 

New mattresses, pillows, bolsters, cushions, etc. - H.P. payments 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq5.33 [exp/quant/count] 

Second-hand mattresses, pillows, bolsters, cushions, etc. 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq5.34 [exp/quant/count] 

Household textiles (sheets, blankets, quilts, table-cloths, towels, dusters, curtains, curtain 
materials and other furnishing fabrics, cushion covers, loose covers, mats (other than floor mats), 
oilcloth, etc.). Charges for making up curtains, loose covers, etc. 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq5.61 [exp/quant/count] 

Chinaware, glassware (not mirrors), pottery, etc. 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq5.62 [exp/quant/count] 

Cutlery (not silverware) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq5.63 [exp/quant/count] 

Brushes, brooms and mops (not paint, etc., brushes, hair-brushes, toothbrushes, nailbrushes) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 
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HB4_q4_hq5.64 [exp/quant/count] 

Household hardware (e.g. fire-irons, coal scuttles, dustbins, dustpans, pails, pans, bowls, kettles, 
metal baths, tubs, steps, ironing boards, bread boards, pegs, etc.) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q4_hq8.52 [exp/quant/count] 

Footwear repairs and material for such repairs 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q5_hq7.11 [exp/quant/count] 

New cars and accessories - not H.P. 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q5_hq7.12 [exp/quant/count] 

New cars and accessories - H.P. payments 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q5_hq7.13 [exp/quant/count] 

Second-hand cars and accessories 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q5_hq7.14 [exp/quant/count] 

New motor-cycles, motor-assisted cycles and accessories - not H.P. 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q5_hq7.15 [exp/quant/count] 

New motor-cycles, motor-assisted cycles and accessories - H.P. payments 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q5_hq7.16 [exp/quant/count] 

Second-hand motor-cycles, motor assisted cycles and accessories 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 
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HB4_q5_hq7.21 [exp/quant/count] 

Maintenance and running of cars, motor-cycles, etc. 

Petrol, oil 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q5_hq7.22 [exp/quant/count] 

Maintenance and running of cars, motor-cycles, etc. 

Tax, licences, including driving licences 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q5_hq7.23 [exp/quant/count] 

Maintenance and running of cars, motor-cycles, etc. 

Insurances 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q5_hq7.24 [exp/quant/count] 

Maintenance and running of cars, motor-cycles, etc. 

Other upkeep, repairs and renewals including garaging 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q5_hq7.31 [exp/quant/count] 

New cycles, tricycles - not H.P. 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q5_hq7.32 [exp/quant/count] 

New cycles, tricycles - H.P. payments 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q5_hq7.33 [exp/quant/count] 

Second-hand cycles, tricycles 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q5_hq7.34 [exp/quant/count] 

Upkeep and repair of cycles, tricycles 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 
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HB4_q5_hq7.41 [exp/quant/count] 

Perambulators, baby carriages and carry-cots - new, hire-purchase and second-hand. Repair and 
upkeep of these items 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q5_hq7.51 [exp/quant/count] 

By rail or tube 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q5_hq7.52 [exp/quant/count] 

By bus, tram, coach or ferry (not by own car) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q5_hq7.61 [exp/quant/count] 

By rail or tube 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q5_hq7.62 [exp/quant/count] 

By bus, tram, coach, plane or ship 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q5_hq7.71 [exp/quant/count] 

By rail or tube 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q5_hq7.72 [exp/quant/count] 

By bus, tram, coach, plane or ship 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q5_hq7.73 [exp/quant/count] 

Car hire; taxis; including tips 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 
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HB4_q5_hq7.74 [exp/quant/count] 

Household removals; luggage in advance; charges for transport of parcels or animals 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q5_hq7.81 [exp/quant/count] 

Travel and transport, not assignable under codes 7.5, 7.6 or 7.7 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q6_hq8.11 [exp/quant/count] 

Postage (parcel post - 7.74) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q6_hq8.12 [exp/quant/count] 

Poundage on postal and money orders 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q6_hq8.13 [exp/quant/count] 

Telephone, telegraph, cable 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q6_hq8.21 [exp/quant/count] 

Cinemas 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q6_hq8.22 [exp/quant/count] 

Theatres, concerts, amateur shows, etc. 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q6_hq8.23 [exp/quant/count] 

Admission to horse, dog, speedway races (see below for betting) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 
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HB4_q6_hq8.24 [exp/quant/count] 

Admission to football, cricket, etc., matches (see below for betting) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q6_hq8.27 [exp/quant/count] 

Library subscriptions 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q6_hq8.28 [exp/quant/count] 

Subscriptions to societies and clubs (not to sick, clothing, coal, sports, etc. clubs) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q6_hq8.29 [exp/quant/count] 

Entertainment not otherwise defined 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q6_hq8.41 [exp/quant/count] 

Resident servants, gardeners, chauffeurs, etc., i.e. persons counted as members of the household 
on H.B.1 (including employer's N.I. or other insurance contributions) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q6_hq8.42 [exp/quant/count] 

Non-resident domestic help, including gardeners (including employer's N.I. or other insurance 
contributions) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q6_hq8.43 [exp/quant/count] 

Window cleaning, sweep, carpet beating, etc. 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q6_hq8.44 [exp/quant/count] 

Payments to day nurseries 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 
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HB4_q6_hq8.51 [exp/quant/count] 

Hairdressing, manicure, beauty treatment, etc. including tips 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q6_hq8.53 [exp/quant/count] 

Laundry (including municipal, etc., laundries) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q6_hq8.54 [exp/quant/count] 

Dyeing, cleaning, clothing repairs, clothing hire 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q6_hq8.73 [exp/quant/count] 

Subscriptions to trade unions and professional organisations 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q6_hq8.74 [exp/quant/count] 

Subscriptions to sick clubs, friendly societies, burial clubs, etc. 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q6_hq8.75 [exp/quant/count] 

Church collections; charitable donations and subscriptions; cash gifts and cash presents (other 
than tips) to persons outside the household 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q7_hq8.31 [exp/quant/count] 

Football pools - gross payments (excluding poundage on postal orders) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_q7_hq8.32 [exp/quant/count] 

Horse or dog racing - gross payments 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 
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HB4_q7_hq8.33 [exp/quant/count] 

All other betting or gambling - gross payments 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 

HB4_q12_hq8.34 [exp/quant/count] 

Receipts from winnings from football pools, betting, etc. 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq1.31 [exp/quant/count] 

Mortgage payments (repayment of capital and/or interest) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq1.33 [exp/quant/count] 

Ground rent, etc. 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq1.38 [exp/quant/count] 

Purchases of dwellings outright and expenditure on structural enlargements or additions to 
dwellings 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq1.41 [exp/quant/count] 

Rates and water charges, if any 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq1.42 [exp/quant/count] 

Other accommodation payments where dwelling provided rent-free 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq1.44 [exp/quant/count] 

Rent received for sub-let part, if any 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 
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HB4_hq1.51 [exp/quant/count] 

Hotel, lodging, board and lodging charges incurred during absence from home (other than on 
holiday) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq1.61 [exp/quant/count] 

Internal repairs, decorations or replacements. 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq1.62 [exp/quant/count] 

External repairs, decorations or replacements. 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq1.63 [exp/quant/count] 

Repairs, decorations, etc., not otherwise distinguished 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq1.64 [exp/quant/count] 

Purchases of decorating, repairing, etc., materials e.g. wallpaper, paint, distemper, brushes, 
glass, sash cords, etc. 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq5.41 [exp/quant/count] 

New radio, radiograms, television, gramophones, including spare parts and batteries - not H.P. 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq5.42 [exp/quant/count] 

New radio, radiograms, television, gramophones, including spare parts and batteries - H.P. 
payments 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq5.43 [exp/quant/count] 

Second-hand radio, radiograms, television, gramophones, etc. 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 
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HB4_hq5.44 [exp/quant/count] 

New musical instruments other than above, including pianos - not H.P. 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq5.45 [exp/quant/count] 

New musical instruments other than above, including pianos - H.P. payments 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq5.46 [exp/quant/count] 

Second-hand musical instruments, other than above 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq5.47 [exp/quant/count] 

Gramophone records, sheet-music, record cases, etc. 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq5.48 [exp/quant/count] 

Repairs to or servicing of items in code 5.4 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq5.51 [exp/quant/count] 

New major gas appliances or spare parts (e.g. cookers, fires, irons, refrigerators, washing 
machines, water heaters, etc.) - not H.P. 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq5.52 [exp/quant/count] 

New major gas appliances or spare parts (e.g. cookers, fires, irons, refrigerators, washing 
machines, water heaters, etc.) - H.P. payments 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq5.53 [exp/quant/count] 

Second-hand goods of above descriptions 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 
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HB4_hq5.54 [exp/quant/count] 

New major electrical appliances or spare parts (e.g. cookers, fires, irons, refrigerators, washing 
machines, water heaters, vacuum cleaners, kettles, hair driers, toasters, reading lamps, etc.) - not 
H.P. 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq5.55 [exp/quant/count] 

New major electrical appliances or spare parts (e.g. cookers, fires, irons, refrigerators, washing 
machines, water heaters, vacuum cleaners, kettles, hair driers, toasters, reading lamps, etc.) - 
H.P. payments 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq5.56 [exp/quant/count] 

Second-hand goods of above descriptions 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq5.57 [exp/quant/count] 

Other appliances (e.g. sewing machines pedal and electric, wringers, carpet sweepers, solid fuel 
or oil ranges, cookers or boilers) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq5.58 [exp/quant/count] 

Repairs to or servicing of items in code 5.5 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq5.65 [exp/quant/count] 

Other ironmongery and miscellaneous household goods (e.g. tools, nails, screws, hooks, electric 
lamps, torches, gas mantles, mowers, wheel barrows, other garden tools, furniture and 
equipment) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq6.11 [exp/quant/count] 

Leather and travel goods 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 
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HB4_hq6.12 [exp/quant/count] 

Jewellery, watches, clocks, and silverware of all kinds 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq6.13 [exp/quant/count] 

Sports goods (not clothes) including indoor sports, e.g. badminton, table tennis, but excluding 
indoor games and toys 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq6.14 [exp/quant/count] 

Umbrellas, sticks, shopping baskets, personal fancy goods other than leather goods or jewellery 
and silverware 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq6.23 [exp/quant/count] 

Toys and indoor games; playing cards 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq6.31 [exp/quant/count] 

Payments for medicines, drugs, lotions, etc., under National Health Service 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq6.32 [exp/quant/count] 

Payments for medicines, drugs, health salts, lotions, glucose, etc., other than payments for 
prescriptions under National Health Service 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq6.33 [exp/quant/count] 

Payments for medicines, drugs, lotions, etc., undefined as to whether or not under National 
Health Service 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq6.34 [exp/quant/count] 

Surgical goods, dressings and appliances, including sanitary towels 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 
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HB4_hq6.35 [exp/quant/count] 

Toilet requisites and cosmetics (e.g. shaving soap, cream, face cream, powders, lipstick, 
toothpaste, toothbrushes, nailbrushes, hairbrushes, combs, bath salts, razors and blades, hair 
nets, compacts, hot water bottles) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq6.36 [exp/quant/count] 

Optical goods (e.g. spectacles, magnifying glasses); microscopes 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq6.37 [exp/quant/count] 

Photographic goods, including charges for developing and printing films and for studio photos 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq6.51 [exp/quant/count] 

Seeds, plants, flowers 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq6.52 [exp/quant/count] 

Animals and pets - purchase, food, equipment 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq6.53 [exp/quant/count] 

Stamp collecting and other hobbies 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq8.25 [exp/quant/count] 

Radio and television licences 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq8.26 [exp/quant/count] 

Radio or television rental 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 
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HB4_hq8.55 [exp/quant/count] 

Repairs to other personal effects 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq8.56 [exp/quant/count] 

Repairs not otherwise defined 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq8.61 [exp/quant/count] 

Fees and allowances to students at residential colleges, boarding schools, etc., (i.e., expenditure 
covering living costs as well as tuition) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq8.62 [exp/quant/count] 

Other full-time education or training; premiums on "education" policies 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq8.63 [exp/quant/count] 

Part-time education or training, music or dancing lessons 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq8.64 [exp/quant/count] 

Medical, dental, etc., fees, including cost of dentures, nursing 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq8.65 [exp/quant/count] 

Funeral expenses, including tip 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq8.66 [exp/quant/count] 

Bank charges; legal expenses; stamp duties 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 
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HB4_hq8.71 [exp/quant/count] 

Miscellaneous licences (gun, dog, etc.) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq8.72 [exp/quant/count] 

Holiday expenses not elsewhere coded, including tips 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq8.76 [exp/quant/count] 

Tips not elsewhere coded 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq8.77 [exp/quant/count] 

Other services, e.g. public baths, deck chairs hire, left luggage charges, newspaper 
advertisements, passport fees, charges for birth, marriage, death certificates, etc. 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq9.11 [exp/quant/count] 

National Insurance contributions, whether paid direct or by deduction from earnings 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq9.12 [exp/quant/count] 

Life insurance premiums, including "industrial" policies, pension and superannuation insurance 
premiums and contributions to pension and superannuation funds 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq9.14 [exp/quant/count] 

Fire, burglary and "comprehensive" insurance premiums (excluding premiums on "education" 
policies and on policies for insurance of structure of dwellings) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq9.15 [exp/quant/count] 

Sickness and accident insurance premiums; insurance to provide income or compensation during 
sickness or incapacity; subscriptions to organisations or funds to meet costs of medical or surgical 
treatment, etc. (excluding items coded 8.74) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 
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HB4_hq9.21 [exp/quant/count] 

Pocket money to children 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq9.31 [exp/quant/count] 

Income tax paid direct or deducted at source 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq9.41 [exp/quant/count] 

Savings, e.g. purchases of saving certificates; sums deposited in Savings Banks, Building Societies, 
etc.; purchases of Defence Bonds 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq9.42 [exp/quant/count] 

Contributions to Christmas, saving, or holiday clubs (not clothing, coal, etc. clubs) 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 

 
 
HB4_hq9.99 [exp/quant/count] 

Miscellaneous expenditure not assignable to any other code, including "coronation decorations" 

Expenditure (pence) and the number of instances of expenditure recorded by the individual 
identified in Person_Id. 
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D) HB5-Table [Income] 

 
 
Household_Ref [BLS] 

Unique Household Reference 

This unique household reference is generated from combining Region + Area + Address + 

Household_No (from the relavent record in Household-Table) so that a single-field 

standardised text-based key can be used to form the relational connection between each of the 
tables 1) in a way that most software packages will easily work with and 2) in a way that is easily 
read by eye. For these reasons, the reference is also preceded with the text “HR” (Household 
Reference) and interspersed with hyphens. Thus the household with a Region code of 11, an 

Area code of 1, an Address code of 4, and a Household_No of 0, has the Household_Ref 

‘HR-11-01-04-00’. 
 
 
Person_Id 

Person Identifier 

This single-digit field represents a unique person within a household (1-9). 
 
 
HB5_q1_hq10.10 

Gross income from wages, salaries, bonuses, etc. 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
 
 
HB5_q2_hq10.20 

Gross income from business or profession 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
 
 
HB5_q3_pt1_hq10.31 

Family Allowances 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
 
 
HB5_q3_pt2_hq10.32 

National Assistance 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
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HB5_q3_pt3_hq10.33 

Unemployment Benefit 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
 
 
HB5_q3_pt4_hq10.34 

Sickness Benefit 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
 
 
HB5_q3_pt5_hq10.35 

Industrial Injury or Disability Compensation 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
 
 
HB5_q3_pt6_hq10.36 

National Insurance Retirement or Old Age Pension 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
 
 
HB5_q3_pt7_hq10.37 

Widow's Pension or Allowance 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
 
 
HB5_q3_pt8_hq10.38 

War Disability Pension or Allowance 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
 
 
HB5_q3_pt9_hq10.39 

Other Retirement Pension or Superannuation 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
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HB5_q4_hq10.30 

Maternity allowances, including lump sum grants; death grants; funeral grants 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
 
 
HB5_q4_hq10.40 

Other income recorded on form H.B.5 

Gross income from any other sources 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
 
 
HB5_q4_hq10.51 

Income from sub-letting and/or owner-occupation 

When a part of a rented (or rent-free) dwelling is sub-let, any excess of rent received over rent, 
rates and water charges paid out, i.e. item 1.12 less 1.11; or 1.22 less 1.21; or 1.44 less 1.41 and 
1.42 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. The above coded 
description translates as follows: 

 
When a part of a rented (or rent-free) dwelling is sub-let, any excess of rent received 
over rent, rates and water charges paid out, i.e. For furnished or unfurnished 
accommodation, rent received for sub-let part, if any less rent paid, including rates 
and water charges; or, for rent-free accommodation, rent received for sub-let part, if 
any less rates and water charges, if any, and less other accommodation payments 
where dwelling provided rent-free. 

 
 
HB5_q4_hq10.52 

Income from sub-letting and/or owner-occupation 

Schedule A gross assessment when a dwelling is owner-occupied with no sub-letting, i.e. code 
1.32 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. 
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HB5_q4_hq10.53 

Income from sub-letting and/or owner-occupation 

When a dwelling is owner-occupied and part is sub-let, either item 1.32 or the excess of item 1.36 
over the sum of 1.33 to 1.35, whichever is the greater 

This figure is the weekly average in pence. The original respondent’s figures were converted to a 
weekly average (in shillings and pence) by MoL administrators and it is this regularised MoL figure, 
written in red ink on the original form, that has been digitised into pence here. The above coded 
description translates as follows: 

 
When a dwelling is owner-occupied and part is sub-let, either Schedule A gross 
assessment or the excess of Rent received for sub-let part, if any over the sum of 
Ground rent, etc plus Rates and water charges plus Insurance on dwelling, whichever 
is the greater. 

 
 
HB5_Total_Person_Income [BLS] 

Total income for a given person 

This is the total, in pence, of fields HB5_q1_hq10.10 to HB5_q4_hq10.53. 
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APPENDIX I  –  ‘H.Q.’  CODES [HB.2/3/4/5]  
 

1   HOUSING, INCLUDING FUEL AND LIGHT 

 
 

1.0  Rooms 

  1.01 Number of rooms occupied, excluding rooms sub-let and rooms shared with 
other households. 

  1.02 Number of rooms shared with 1 or more other households. 

 
 

1.1  Rented accommodation, unfurnished (including all Council dwellings) 

  1.11 Rent paid, including rates and water charges. 

  1.12 Rent received for sub-let part, if any. 

  1.13 Balance - net cost of rooms occupied. 

 
 

1.2  Rented accommodation, furnished 

  1.21 Rent paid, including rates and water charges. 

  1.22 Rent received for sub-let part, if any. 

  1.23 Balance - net cost of rooms occupied. 

 
 

1.3  Owner-occupied accommodation 

  1.31 Mortgage payments (repayment of capital and/or interest). 

  1.32 Schedule A gross assessment. 

  1.33 Ground rent, etc. 

  1.34 Rates and water charges. 

  1.35 Insurance on dwelling. 

  1.36 Rent received for sub-let part, if any. 

  1.37 Sum of 1.32 to 1.35 less 1.36. 

  1.38 Purchases of dwellings outright and expenditure on structural enlargements or 
additions to dwellings. 
 

 1.4  Rent-free accommodation 

  1.41 Rates and water charges, if any. 

  1.42 Other accommodation payments where dwelling provided rent-free. 

  1.43 Total of rates and water charges (1.41) and other accommodation payments 
(1.42) less rent received for any sub-let part (1.44). 

  1.44 Rent received for sub-let part, if any. 
 

 1.5  Hotel, etc., expenses 

  1.51 Hotel, lodging, board and lodging charges incurred during absence from home 
(other than on holiday). 
 

 1.6  Repairs and maintenance (Cost only) 

  1.61 Internal repairs, decorations or replacements. 

  1.62 External repairs, decorations or replacements. 

  1.63 Repairs, decorations, etc., not otherwise distinguished. 

  1.64 Purchases of decorating, repairing, etc., materials e.g. wallpaper, paint, 
distemper, brushes, glass, sash cords, etc. 
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 1.7  Gas 

  1.71 Credit account - Quantity - Cost. 

  1.72 Credit account - Hire of appliances. 

  1.73 Credit account - Meter rent, if any. 

  1.74 Slot meter payments (less rebates). 
 

 1.8  Electricity 

  1.81 Credit account - Quantity - Cost. 

  1.82 Credit account - Hire of appliances. 

  1.83 Credit account - Meter rent, if any. 

  1.84 Slot meter payments. 
 

 1.9  Other fuel and light 

  1.91 Coal, anthracite, coalite and other boiler fuels except coke - Quantity - Cost. 

  1.92 Coke - Quantity - Cost. 

  1.93 Free or concessionary coal - Quantity - Cost. 

  1.94 Fuel oil and paraffin - Quantity - Cost. 

  1.99 Peat, woodlogs, firewood, firelighters, candles and other fuel and light (not 
matches) - Cost. 
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2   FOOD 

 
 

2.1  Bread, flour, other cereals, biscuits, cakes 

  2.11 Bread, wholemeal bread, milk loaves, rolls. 

  2.12 Flour, plain or self-raising. 

  2.13 Cereals - oatmeal, rice, sago, tapioca, macaroni, etc.; breakfast cereals; 
custard powder, cornflour, cake mixture, etc. 

  2.14 Biscuits, shortbread, wafers, etc. 

  2.15 Cakes, currant bread, malt bread, buns, scones, pastries, muffins, crumpets, 
fruit pies, etc. - Cost only. 

  2.16 Flour supplied free by employers - Quantity only. 

  2.17 Oatmeal supplied free by employers - Quantity only. 
 

 2.2  Meat 

  2.20 Beef and veal. 

  2.21 Mutton and lamb. 

  2.22 Pork 

  2.23 Bacon and (uncooked) ham. 

  2.24 Cooked ham, including canned ham. 

  2.25 Sausages, meat pies, meat puddings - Cost only. 

  2.26 Rabbits, poultry, game. 

  2.27 Canned, potted or bottled meat, including meat paste - Cost only. 

  2.28 Offal and other meat and meat products, including minced meat. 

  
 

2.29 Meat not otherwise defined - Cost only. 
 

 2.3  Fish 

  2.31 Fresh, including shell fish; dried, smoked or cured fish. 

  2.32 Canned, potted or bottled fish, including fish paste; fish cakes - Cost only. 

  2.33 Fried fish, fish and chips, fish and peas - Cost only. 
 

 2.4  Oils and fats 

  2.41 Butter. 

  2.42 Margarine. 

  2.43 Cooking fat, lard, dripping, suet. 

  2.49 "Fats" not otherwise defined - Cost only. 
 

 2.5  Dairy products 

  2.51 Fresh milk bought at normal or reduced prices, excluding milk supplied free. 

  2.52 School milk and other free supplies of milk under National Milk Scheme - 
Quantity only. 

  2.53 Skimmed milk, cream, dried or canned milk, baby milk foods, yoghourt, 
synthetic cream - Cost only. 

  2.54 Cheese, including fancy and packet cheese. 

  2.55 Eggs - shell, dried, frozen, liquid. 

  2.56 Milk supplied free by employers - Quantity only. 
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 2.6  Vegetables and fruit 

  2.61 Potatoes, including chips. 

  2.62 Vegetables (green root), legumes and tomatoes - fresh - Cost only. 

  2.63 Vegetables (green root), legumes and tomatoes - frozen, dried, tinned, 
bottled (including juices) - Cost only. 

  2.64 Fruit - fresh - Cost only. 

  2.65 Fruit - frozen, dried, tinned, bottled (including juices and fruit syrups) - Cost 
only. 

  2.66 Potatoes supplied free by employers - Quantity only. 

  2.69 Greengrocery not otherwise defined - Cost only. 
 

 2.7  Sugar, preserves, confectionary 

  2.71 Sugar. 

  2.72 Syrup, treacle, honey, jam, marmalade, lemon curd. 

  2.73 Chocolate (eating), sweets. 
 

 2.8  Beverages (except alcoholic) 

  2.81 Tea. 

  2.82 Coffee, coffee essence, etc. 

  2.83 Cocoa, cocoa essence, drinking chocolate, proprietary drinks. 

  2.84 Soft drinks (carbonates, squashes, cordials, crystals) - Cost only. 
 

 2.9  Other food; meals out 

  2.91 Ice cream - Cost only. 

  2.92 Other foods - jellies, candied peel and fruits, mincemeat, soups, sauces, 
vinegar, essences, herbs, salt, mustard, pepper - Cost only. 

  2.93 Meals bought away from home, i.e. all food bought and consumed outside 
the home, including any non-alcoholic drinks bought with meals - Cost only. 

  2.94 School meals free - Number only. 

  2.95 Meals supplied free by employers - Number only. 

  2.96 Food supplied free, other than milk, potatoes, flour and oatmeal, and other 
than in meals or meal vouchers. 

  2.99 Food not otherwise defined - Cost only. 
 
 

 

3   ALCOHOLIC DRINK AND TOBACCO 

 
 

3.1  Alcoholic drink 

  3.11 Beer, stout, cider, etc. (draught or bottle), including tips. 

  3.12 Wines, spirits (glass or bottle), including tips - Cost only. 

  3.19 Drinks not otherwise defined - Cost only. 
 

 3.2  Tobacco 

  3.21 Cigarettes, including cigarette tobacco and paper. 

  3.22 Pipe tobacco. 

  3.23 Cigars, snuff - Cost only. 

  3.24 Smokers' requisites, e.g. pipes, pouches, cases, lighters, ash trays - Cost only. 
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4   CLOTHING, INCLUDING FOOTWEAR - Cost only 

 
 

4.1  Men's wear 

  4.11 Outwear (suits, jackets, blazers, trousers, waistcoats, cardigans, overalls, 
bathing costumes, shorts, dressing gowns, kilts, overcoats, raincoats, 
mackintoshes, capes - not hats or gloves, hose or footwear). 

  4.12 Underwear (vests, pants, combinations, pyjamas, shirts, collars). 

  4.13 Socks, stockings. 

  4.14 Boots, shoes, slippers, Wellingtons, etc. 

  4.15 Hats and caps. 
 

 4.2  Women's wear 

  4.21 Outwear (frocks, dresses, suits, costumes, jackets, blazers, skirts, blouses, twin 
sets, jumpers, cardigans, slacks, shorts, gym tunics, dressing gowns, overalls, 
aprons, bathing costumes, beach suits, coats, raincoats, capes, mackintoshes - 
not hats, gloves, hosiery or footwear). 

  4.22 Underwear (vests, knickers, panties, combinations, slips, petticoats, underskirts, 
corsets, roll-ons, suspender belts, brassieres, bodices, pyjamas, nightdresses). 

  4.23 Hosiery - stockings, ankle socks. 

  4.24 Boots, shoes, slippers, bootees, Wellingtons, etc. 

  4.25 Hats, caps, etc. 
 

 4.3  Boys' wear 

  4.31 Outwear (suits, jackets, blazers, trousers, waistcoats, cardigans, overalls, 
bathing costumes, shorts, dressing gowns, kilts, overcoats, raincoats, 
mackintoshes, capes - not hats or gloves, hose or footwear). 

  4.32 Underwear (vests, pants, combinations, pyjamas, shirts, collars). 

  4.33 Socks, stockings. 

  4.34 Boots, shoes, slippers, Wellingtons, etc. 

  4.35 Hats and caps. 
 

 4.4  Girls' wear 

  4.41 Outwear (frocks, dresses, suits, costumes, jackets, blazers, skirts, blouses, twin 
sets, jumpers, cardigans, slacks, shorts, gym tunics, dressing gowns, overalls, 
aprons, bathing costumes, beach suits, coats, raincoats, capes, mackintoshes - 
not hats, gloves, hosiery or footwear). 

  4.42 Underwear (vests, knickers, panties, combinations, slips, petticoats, underskirts, 
corsets, roll-ons, suspender belts, brassieres, bodices, pyjamas, nightdresses). 

  4.43 Hosiery - stockings, ankle socks. 

  4.44 Boots, shoes, slippers, bootees, Wellingtons, etc. 

  4.45 Hats, caps, etc. 
 

 4.5  Other clothing 

  4.51 Infants' wear 

  4.52 Clothing dress materials. 

  4.53 Dressmakers', etc., charges for making up materials, alterations (not for clothing 
repairs). 

  4.54 Gloves, scarves, handkerchiefs, ties, braces, belts, garters, laces, sewing cotton, 
knitting wool, needles, ribbons, laces, patterns, etc. 
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 4.6  Clothing not distinguished as regards age and/or sex 

  4.61 Outerwear - male and female. 

  4.62 Underwear, hosiery - male and female. 

  4.65 Footwear - male and female. 

  4.67 Clothing - not otherwise defined. 
 

 4.7  Clothing Clubs 

  4.71 Payments into clothing clubs (if not assignable to particular types of clothing 
covered by codes 4.1 to 4.6). 

 

 

5   HOUSEHOLD DURABLE GOODS - Cost only 

 
 

5.1  Furniture 

  5.11 New furniture - upholstered - not hire purchase. 

  5.12 New furniture - upholstered - H.P. payments. 

  5.13 Second-hand furniture - upholstered. 

  5.14 New furniture - non-upholstered – not H.P. 

  5.15 New furniture - non-upholstered - H.P. payments. 

  5.16 Second-hand furniture - non-upholstered. 

  5.17 Furniture, not defined as to new, second-hand, hire-purchase or as to whether 
or not upholstered. 

  5.18 Repairs to furniture in code 5.1. 
 

 5.2  Floor covering 

  5.21 New carpets, felt, lino, floor mats, etc. - not H.P. 

  5.22 New carpets, felt, lino, floor mats, etc. - H.P. payments. 

  5.23 Second-hand carpets, felt, lino, floor mats, etc. 
 

 5.3  Soft furnishings 

  5.31 New mattresses, pillows, bolsters, cushions, etc. - not H.P. 

  5.32 New mattresses, pillows, bolsters, cushions, etc. - H.P. payments. 

  5.33 Second-hand mattresses, pillows, bolsters, cushions, etc. 

  5.34 Household textiles (sheets, blankets, quilts, table-cloths, towels, dusters, 
curtains, curtain materials and other furnishing fabrics, cushion covers, loose 
covers, mats (other than floor mats), oilcloth, etc.). Charges for making up 
curtains, loose covers, etc. 
 

 5.4  Radio, television, musical instruments 

  5.41 New radio, radiograms, television, gramophones, including spare parts and 
batteries - not H.P. 

  5.42 New radio, radiograms, television, gramophones, including spare parts and 
batteries - H.P. payments. 

  5.43 Second-hand radio, radiograms, television, gramophones, etc. 

  5.44 New musical instruments other than above, including pianos - not H.P. 

  5.45 New musical instruments other than above, including pianos - H.P. payments. 

  5.46 Second-hand musical instruments, other than above. 

  5.47 Gramophone records, sheet-music, record cases, etc. 

  5.48 Repairs to or servicing of items in code 5.4. 
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 5.5  Household appliances 

  5.51 New major gas appliances or spare parts (e.g. cookers, fires, irons, refrigerators, 
washing machines, water heaters, etc.) - not H.P. 

  5.52 New major gas appliances or spare parts (e.g. cookers, fires, irons, refrigerators, 
washing machines, water heaters, etc.) - H.P. payments. 

  5.53 Second-hand goods of above descriptions. 

  5.54 New major electrical appliances or spare parts (e.g. cookers, fires, irons, 
refrigerators, washing machines, water heaters, vacuum cleaners, kettles, hair 
driers, toasters, reading lamps, etc.) - not H.P. 

  5.55 New major electrical appliances or spare parts (e.g. cookers, fires, irons, 
refrigerators, washing machines, water heaters, vacuum cleaners, kettles, hair 
driers, toasters, reading lamps, etc.) - H.P. payments. 

  5.56 Second-hand goods of above descriptions. 

  5.57 Other appliances (e.g. sewing machines pedal and electric, wringers, carpet 
sweepers, solid fuel or oil ranges, cookers or boilers). 

  5.58 Repairs to or servicing of items in code 5.5. 
 

 5.6  China, glass, hardware, etc. 

  5.61 Chinaware, glassware (not mirrors), pottery, etc. 

  5.62 Cutlery (not silverware). 

  5.63 Brushes, brooms and mops (not paint, etc., brushes, hair-brushes, toothbrushes, 
nailbrushes). 

  5.64 Household hardware (e.g. fire-irons, coal scuttles, dustbins, dustpans, pails, pans, 
bowls, kettles, metal baths, tubs, steps, ironing boards, bread boards, pegs, etc.). 

  5.65 Other ironmongery and miscellaneous household goods (e.g. tools, nails, screws, 
hooks, electric lamps, torches, gas mantles, mowers, wheel barrows, other 
garden tools, furniture and equipment). 
 
 

6   OTHER GOODS - Cost only 

 
 

6.1  Durable goods mainly personal 

  6.11 Leather and travel goods. 

  6.12 Jewellery, watches, clocks, and silverware of all kinds. 

  6.13 Sports goods (not clothes) including indoor sports, e.g. badminton, table tennis, 
but excluding indoor games and toys. 

  6.14 Umbrellas, sticks, shopping baskets, personal fancy goods other than leather 
goods or jewellery and silverware. 
 

 6.2  Stationery and stationers' goods 

  6.21 Books (not library subscriptions), including programmes, maps, diaries, time-
tables. 

  6.22 Newspapers, magazines and periodicals. 

  6.23 Toys and indoor games; playing cards. 

  6.24 Other (e.g. writing paper and envelopes, pens, cards, ink, string; paper napkins); 
typewriters; rulers. 
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 6.3  Chemists', etc., goods 

  6.31 Payments for medicines, drugs, lotions, etc., under National Health Service. 

  6.32 Payments for medicines, drugs, health salts, lotions, glucose, etc., other than 
payments for prescriptions under National Health Service. 

  6.33 Payments for medicines, drugs, lotions, etc., undefined as to whether or not 
under National Health Service. 

  6.34 Surgical goods, dressings and appliances, including sanitary towels. 

  6.35 Toilet requisites and cosmetics (e.g. shaving soap, cream, face cream, powders, 
lipstick, toothpaste, toothbrushes, nailbrushes, hairbrushes, combs, bath salts, 
razors and blades, hair nets, compacts, hot water bottles). 

  6.36 Optical goods (e.g. spectacles, magnifying glasses); microscopes. 

  6.37 Photographic goods, including charges for developing and printing films and for 
studio photos. 
 

 6.4  Non-durable household goods 

  6.41 Matches. 

  6.42 Soap, soap flakes, soap powders, and detergents (not shaving soap). 

  6.43 Toilet paper. 

  6.44 Soda, polishes, ammonia, disinfectant, insecticides, starch, abrasive powders, 
dyes. 
 

 6.5  Miscellaneous 

  6.51 Seeds, plants, flowers. 

  6.52 Animals and pets - purchase, food, equipment. 

  6.53 Stamp collecting and other hobbies. 
 
 

7   VEHICLES AND TRANSPORT - Cost only 

 
 

7.1  Purchase of cars, motor-cycles, etc., and accessories 

  7.11 New cars and accessories - not H.P. 

  7.12 New cars and accessories - H.P. payments. 

  7.13 Second-hand cars and accessories. 

  7.14 New motor-cycles, motor-assisted cycles and accessories - not H.P. 

  7.15 New motor-cycles, motor-assisted cycles and accessories - H.P. payments. 

  7.16 Second-hand motor-cycles, motor assisted cycles and accessories. 
 

 7.2  Maintenance and running of cars, motor-cycles, etc. 

  7.21 Petrol, oil. 

  7.22 Tax, licences, including driving licences. 

  7.23 Insurances. 

  7.24 Other upkeep, repairs and renewals including garaging. 
 

 7.3  Cycles (including children's) 

  7.31 New cycles, tricycles - not H.P. 

  7.32 New cycles, tricycles - H.P. payments. 

  7.33 Second-hand cycles, tricycles. 

  7.34 Upkeep and repair of cycles, tricycles. 
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 7.4  Perambulators 

  7.41 Perambulators, baby carriages and carry-cots - new, hire-purchase and second-
hand. Repair and upkeep of these items. 
 

 7.5  Travel to and from work or school 

  7.51 By rail or tube. 

  7.52 By bus, tram, coach or ferry (not by own car). 
 

 7.6  Travel in connection with holidays and visits 

  7.61 By rail or tube. 

  7.62 By bus, tram, coach, plane or ship. 
 

 7.7  Other travel and transport 

  7.71 By rail or tube. 

  7.72 By bus, tram, coach, plane or ship. 

  7.73 Car hire; taxis; including tips. 

  7.74 Household removals; luggage in advance; charges for transport of parcels or 
animals. 
 

 7.8  Travel not otherwise assignable 

  7.81 Travel and transport, not assignable under codes 7.5, 7.6 or 7.7. 
 

    

8   SERVICES - Cost only 

 
 

8.1  Communications 

  8.11 Postage (parcel post - 7.74). 

  8.12 Poundage on postal and money orders. 

  8.13 Telephone, telegraph, cable. 
 

 8.2  Entertainments and other services connected with leisure 

  8.21 Cinemas. 

  8.22 Theatres, concerts, amateur shows, etc. 

  8.23 Admission to horse, dog, speedway races (see below for betting). 

  8.24 Admission to football, cricket, etc., matches (see below for betting). 

  8.25 Radio and television licences. 

  8.26 Radio or television rental. 

  8.27 Library subscriptions. 

  8.28 Subscriptions to societies and clubs (not to sick, clothing, coal, sports, etc. clubs). 

  8.29 Entertainment not otherwise defined. 
 

 8.3  Betting 

  8.31 Football pools - gross payments (excluding poundage on postal orders). 

  8.32 Horse or dog racing - gross payments. 

  8.33 All other betting or gambling - gross payments. 

  8.34 Receipts from winnings from football pools, betting, etc. 
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 8.4  Domestic help 

  8.41 Resident servants, gardeners, chauffeurs, etc., i.e. persons counted as members 
of the household on H.B.1 (including employer's N.I. or other insurance 
contributions). 

  8.42 Non-resident domestic help, including gardeners (including employer's N.I. or 
other insurance contributions). 

  8.43 Window cleaning, sweep, carpet beating, etc. 

  8.44 Payments to day nurseries. 
 

 8.5  Personal service 

  8.51 Hairdressing, manicure, beauty treatment, etc. including tips. 

  8.52 Footwear repairs and material for such repairs. 

  8.53 Laundry (including municipal, etc., laundries). 

  8.54 Dyeing, cleaning, clothing repairs, clothing hire. 

  8.55 Repairs to other personal effects. 

  8.56 Repairs not otherwise defined. 
 

 8.6  Education and professional services 

  8.61 Fees and allowances to students at residential colleges, boarding schools, etc., 
(i.e., expenditure covering living costs as well as tuition). 

  8.62 Other full-time education or training; premiums on "education" policies. 

  8.63 Part-time education or training, music or dancing lessons. 

  8.64 Medical, dental, etc., fees, including cost of dentures, nursing. 

  8.65 Funeral expenses, including tips. 

  8.66 Bank charges; legal expenses; stamp duties. 
 

 8.7  Miscellaneous 

  8.71 Miscellaneous licences (gun, dog, etc.). 

  8.72 Holiday expenses not elsewhere coded, including tips. 

  8.73 Subscriptions to trade unions and professional organisations. 

  8.74 Subscriptions to sick clubs, friendly societies, burial clubs, etc. 

  8.75 Church collections; charitable donations and subscriptions; cash gifts and cash 
presents (other than tips) to persons outside the household. 

  8.76 Tips not elsewhere coded. 

  8.77 Other services, e.g. public baths, deck chairs hire, left luggage charges, newspaper 
advertisements, passport fees, charges for birth, marriage, death certificates, etc. 
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9   OTHER PAYMENTS: SAVINGS - Amounts only 

 
 

9.1  Insurances and pension funds 

  9.11 National Insurance contributions, whether paid direct or by deduction from 
earnings. 

  9.12 Life insurance premiums, including "industrial" policies, pension and 
superannuation insurance premiums and contributions to pension and 
superannuation funds. 

  9.14 Fire, burglary and "comprehensive" insurance premiums (excluding premiums on 
"education" policies and on policies for insurance of structure of dwellings). 

  9.15 Sickness and accident insurance premiums; insurance to provide income or 
compensation during sickness or incapacity; subscriptions to organisations or 
funds to meet costs of medical or surgical treatment, etc. (excluding items coded 
8.74). 
 

 9.2  Pocket money 

  9.21 Pocket money to children. 
 

 9.3  Income Tax 

  9.31 Income tax paid direct or deducted at source. 
 

 9.4  Savings 

  9.41 Savings, e.g. purchases of saving certificates; sums deposited in Savings Banks, 
Building Societies, etc.; purchases of Defence Bonds. 

  9.42 Contributions to Christmas, saving, or holiday clubs (not clothing, coal, etc. clubs). 
 

 9.9  Miscellaneous 

  9.99 Miscellaneous expenditure not assignable to any other code, including 
"coronation decorations". 
 
 

10   INCOMES - Amounts only 

 
 

10.1  Wages or salaries 

  10.10 Gross income from wages, salaries, bonuses, etc. 
 

 10.2  Income from business or profession 

  10.20 Gross income from business or profession. 
 

 10.3  Allowances, etc. 

  10.30 Maternity allowances, including lump sum grants; death grants; funeral grants. 

  10.31 Family Allowances. 

  10.32 National Assistance. 

  10.33 Unemployment Benefit. 

  10.34 Sickness Benefit. 

  10.35 Industrial Injury or Disability Compensation. 

  10.36 National Insurance Retirement or Old Age Pension. 

  10.37 Widow's Pension or Allowance. 

  10.38 War Disability Pension or Allowance. 

  10.39 Other Retirement Pension or Superannuation. 
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 10.4  Other income recorded on form H.B.5 

  10.40 Gross income from any other sources. 
 

 10.5  Income from sub-letting and/or owner-occupation 

  10.51 When a part of a rented (or rent-free) dwelling is sub-let, any excess of rent 
received over rent, rates and water charges paid out, i.e. item 1.12 less 1.11; or 
1.22 less 1.21; or 1.44 less 1.41 and 1.42. 

  10.52 Schedule A gross assessment when a dwelling is owner-occupied with no sub-
letting, i.e. code 1.32. 

  10.53 When a dwelling is owner-occupied and part is sub-let, either item 1.32 or the 
excess of item 1.36 over the sum of 1.33 to 1.35, whichever is the greater. 

 



Source: Ministry of Labour & National Service, Report of an Enquiry into Household Expenditure in 1953-54 (London: HMSO, 1957), Appendix C, pp. 302-4. 
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APPENDIX II  –  HOUSEHOLD GROUPINGS [HB.20]  

 
I. TYPE OF AREA Each household was allotted a registered number some part of which identified the region and the 

locality on which the household lived, and which could itself be used for sorting, e.g. by regions, 
since this number was punched on every card for the household in question. In addition, sorting 
code I was designed to provide other analyses by type of area: 
 

 1  County of London. 

 2 
 

 

 3  Provincial towns with over 100,000 population. 

 4   

 5 
 

 

 6  Other urban areas. 

 7   

 8  Rural areas. 
 
 

II. PERIODS FOR WHICH 
RECORDS FURNISHED 

The weeks of the enquiry year were numbered consecutively, starting from the week beginning 
26th January, 1953, which was week number 1. The "week number" assigned to each household 
was determined by the date from which the household's three-weeks' record keeping began, and 
this code therefore provided for analyses to provided information about seasonal variations in 
consumption and expenditure. 
 
 

III. NUMBER OF PERSONS IN 
HOUSEHOLD* 

This was a three-figure code. The first figure showed the total number of members in the 
household; the second showed the total number of such persons aged under 16 years of age; and 
the third showed the number of these who were under 5 years of age. 
 
 

  



Source: Ministry of Labour & National Service, Report of an Enquiry into Household Expenditure in 1953-54 (London: HMSO, 1957), Appendix C, pp. 302-4. 
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IV. CONSTITUTION OF HOUSEHOLD 
 
 1 One man (adult or adolescent), with or without children, and no others in household. (Note:- "Adult"= aged 

21 or over; "Adolescent"=aged 16 to 20 inclusive; "Child"=aged under 16.) 
 2 One woman (adult or adolescent), with or without children, and no others in household. (Note:- "Adult"= 

aged 21 or over; "Adolescent"=aged 16 to 20 inclusive; "Child"=aged under 16.) 
 3 One man and one woman (both being adult unless they were living together as man and wife in which case 

the question of age was ignored), with or without children, but with no other adolescents or adults in 
household. (Note:- "Adult"= aged 21 or over; "Adolescent"=aged 16 to 20 inclusive; "Child"=aged under 16.) 

 4 One man and one woman (both being adult unless they were living together as man and wife in which case 
the question of age was ignored), with or without children, and with one or more adolescents but no other 
adults in household. (Note:- "Adult"= aged 21 or over; "Adolescent"=aged 16 to 20 inclusive; "Child"=aged 
under 16.) 

 5 Any other types of household. (Note:- "Adult"= aged 21 or over; "Adolescent"=aged 16 to 20 inclusive; 
"Child"=aged under 16.) 
 
 

V. OCCUPATIONAL STATUS OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD 
 
 01 Employers (excluding those - such as authors - known to be employing only one or two personal assistants, 

e.g. secretaries, typists). 
 02 Professional - working on own account or where the only persons employed are one or two personal 

assistants, e.g. secretaries, typists). 
 03 Professional - employees, i.e. employed by firms, local authorities, etc. 

 04 Teaching - working on own account. 

 05 Teaching - employees, i.e. employed by colleges, schools, local authorities, etc. 

 06 Managerial employees - e.g. directors, managers, district or branch managers, administrative personnel, 
technical staff, but not supervisors, foremen, overmen, chargehands, etc. 

 07 Clerical employees - e.g. clerks, commercial travellers, agents, but not shop assistants. 

 08 Manual workers - employees - skilled and unskilled, including foremen, etc., and postmen, waiters, cooks and 
domestic workers. 

 09 Working on own account, other than professional or teaching - e.g. boot repairers, rag and bone merchants, 
shop or stall keepers, jobbing plumbers, etc. 

 10 Shop assistants. 

 11 Members of Police Forces or Fire Services. 

 12 Members of Armed Forces. 

 13 No gainful occupation, including retired. 
 
 

  



Source: Ministry of Labour & National Service, Report of an Enquiry into Household Expenditure in 1953-54 (London: HMSO, 1957), Appendix C, pp. 302-4. 
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VI. INDUSTRY IN WHICH HEAD 
OF HOUSEHOLD WORKED** 

The 28 industry groups provided for in this code are substantially the main "Orders" of the Standard Industrial 
Classification. 
 

 01 Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing. 

 02 Mining and Quarrying. 

 03 Treatment of Non-Metalliferous Mining Products other than Coal. 

 04 Chemicals and Allied Trades. 

 05 Metal Manufacture. 

 06 Engineering, Shipbuilding and Electrical Goods. 

 07 Vehicles. 

 08 Metal Goods not elsewhere specified. 

 09 Precision Instruments, Jewellery, etc. 

 10 Textiles. 

 11 Leather, Leather Goods and Fur. 

 12 Clothing (including footwear). 

 13 Food, Drink and Tobacco. 

 14 Manufactures of Wood and Cork. 

 15 Paper and Printing. 

 16 Other Manufacturing Industries. 

 17 Building and Contracting. 

 18 Gas, Electricity and Water. 

 19 Transport - Rail. 

 20 Other Transport and Communication. 

 21 Distributive Trades. 

 22 Insurance, Banking and Finance. 

 23 Armed Forces (not Police). 

 24 National Government Service, other than Armed Forces. 

 25 Local Government Service, including Police. 

 26 Professional Services. 

 27 Miscellaneous Services. 

 28 No Industry, viz. retired or otherwise not gainfully occupied. 

  



Source: Ministry of Labour & National Service, Report of an Enquiry into Household Expenditure in 1953-54 (London: HMSO, 1957), Appendix C, pp. 302-4. 
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VII. EMPLOYMENT POSITION OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD 

 

 1 Working full-time. 

 2 Working part-time (i.e. not more than 30 hours per week). 

 3 Temporarily stopped (i.e. temporarily stood off from work but with the understanding that they were to 
return to their job within six weeks). 

 4 Unemployed (though normally gainfully employed). 

 5 Sick during more than 50 per cent of the record period. 

 6 Retired or otherwise not gainfully occupied. 
 
 

VIII. MEMBERS ON HOLIDAY This code was provided so that, if necessary, separate analyses could be made for households some or all of 
whose members were on holiday during part or the whole of the period during which they were keeping 
records. 
 

 1 All members of the household on holiday during at least 7 of the 21 days covered by the records. 

 2 One or more, but not all, members similarly on holiday. [during at least 7 of the 21 days covered by the 
records]. 

 3 All other households. 
 
 

IX. HOUSEHOLDS WITH CERTAIN SPECIAL FEATURES CONCERNED WITH THEIR CONSTITUTION 
 
 1 One or more visitors staying in the households during the whole or part of the period covered by the 

records, and/or one or more members of the household away from home during the whole or part of 
this period. 

 2 The number of persons constituting the household changed during the period covered by the records, 
e.g. through births, deaths, etc. 

 3 Household included one or more resident servants, e.g. gardeners, chauffeurs, etc. 
 4 Households to which code numbers 1 and 2 were both applicable. 
 5 Households to which code numbers 1 and 3 were both applicable. 
 6 Households to which code numbers 2 and 3 were both applicable. 
 7 Households to which code numbers 1, 2 and 3 were all applicable. 
 8 All other households, i.e. those to which none of the circumstances covered by code numbers 1 to 3 

applied. 
 

    

  



Source: Ministry of Labour & National Service, Report of an Enquiry into Household Expenditure in 1953-54 (London: HMSO, 1957), Appendix C, pp. 302-4. 
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X. TYPE OF HOUSEHOLD This code enabled separate figures to be prepared, if required, for some special types of households. It was 
divided into two parts:- [01-19, Households in which all income recipients stated the amount and source of 
their income; 21-39, Households which did not furnish complete details of the amounts and sources of income] 
 

 01 Retired man living alone, not in receipt of State Old Age Pension*** or National Assistance****. 

 02 Retired woman in similar circumstances [living alone, not in receipt of State Old Age Pension or National 
Assistance.] 

 03 Man and wife living alone, the man (or both) having retired, and neither being in receipt of State Old Age 
Pension or National Assistance. 

 04 Retired man living alone, not in receipt of State Old Age Pension but in receipt of National Assistance. 

 05 Retired woman in similar circumstances [living alone, not in receipt of State Old Age Pension but in 
receipt of National Assistance.] 

 06 Man and wife living alone, the man (or both) having retired, and neither being in receipt of State Old Age 
Pension but in receipt of National Assistance. 

 07 Other households, not in receipt of National Assistance and not including any boarders, in which at least 
three-quarters of the total household income was provided by State Old Age Pension(s). 

 17 Households similar to those in code 07 except that the household included one or more boarders. 

 08 Other households, not including any boarders, in which at least three-quarters of the total household 
income was provided by State Old Age Pension(s) plus National Assistance. 

 18 Households similar to those in code 08 except that the household included one or more boarders. 

 09 All other households, not including boarders, for which the amounts and sources of income were 
furnished. 

 19 All other households, which included one or more boarders, for which the amounts and sources of 
income were furnished. 

 21 Retired man living alone. 

 22 Retired woman living alone. 

 23 Man and wide living alone, the man (or both) having retired. 

 28 Other households, not including any boarders, but including one or more retired persons. 

 38 Other households, including one or more boarders and including one or more retired persons. 

 29 All other households, not including boarders, for which complete details of the amounts and sources of 
income were not furnished. 

 39 All other households including one or more boarders, for which complete details of the amounts and 
sources of income were not furnished. 
 
 

  



Source: Ministry of Labour & National Service, Report of an Enquiry into Household Expenditure in 1953-54 (London: HMSO, 1957), Appendix C, pp. 302-4. 
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XI. NUMBER OF INCOME 
RECIPIENTS IN 
HOUSEHOLD 

This single figure code showed the number of members of the household in receipt of an income of 10s or 
more per week. 
 
 
 

XII. INCOME OF HEAD OF 
HOUSEHOLD 

This income showed the income range onto which the total weekly income of the head of the household fell: 
 

 1 £50 or more. 

 2 £30 but under £50. 

 3 £20 but under £30. 

 4 £14 but under £20. 

 5 £10 but under £14. 

 6 £8 but under £10. 

 7 £6 but under £8. 

 8 £3 but under £6. 

 9 Under £3. 
 
 

XIII. TOTAL INCOME OF 
HOUSEHOLD 

The same income ranges and code numbers were used as for the coding of the income of the head of the 
household (see Code XII). 
 

 1 £50 or more. 

 2 £30 but under £50. 

 3 £20 but under £30. 

 4 £14 but under £20. 

 5 £10 but under £14. 

 6 £8 but under £10. 

 7 £6 but under £8. 

 8 £3 but under £6. 

 9 Under £3. 
 
 

  



Source: Ministry of Labour & National Service, Report of an Enquiry into Household Expenditure in 1953-54 (London: HMSO, 1957), Appendix C, pp. 302-4. 
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XIV. TYPE OF DWELLING OCCUPIED 
 
 1 Council dwelling (including special Housing Trusts in Scotland and Northern Ireland). 

 2 Other rented dwelling, unfurnished. 

 3 Other rented dwelling, furnished. 

 4 Dwelling owner-occupied (being purchased). 

 5 Dwelling owner-occupied (purchase completed). 

 6 Dwelling provided rent-free. 

 

 

IV. CONSTITUTION OF HOUSEHOLD 
 
 1 One man (adult or adolescent), with or without children, and no others in household. (Note:- "Adult"= aged 

21 or over; "Adolescent"=aged 16 to 20 inclusive; "Child"=aged under 16.) 
 2 One woman (adult or adolescent), with or without children, and no others in household. (Note:- "Adult"= 

aged 21 or over; "Adolescent"=aged 16 to 20 inclusive; "Child"=aged under 16.) 
 3 One man and one woman (both being adult unless they were living together as man and wife in which case 

the question of age was ignored), with or without children, but with no other adolescents or adults in 
household. (Note:- "Adult"= aged 21 or over; "Adolescent"=aged 16 to 20 inclusive; "Child"=aged under 16.) 

 4 One man and one woman (both being adult unless they were living together as man and wife in which case 
the question of age was ignored), with or without children, and with one or more adolescents but no other 
adults in household. (Note:- "Adult"= aged 21 or over; "Adolescent"=aged 16 to 20 inclusive; "Child"=aged 
under 16.) 

 5 Any other types of household. (Note:- "Adult"= aged 21 or over; "Adolescent"=aged 16 to 20 inclusive; 
"Child"=aged under 16.) 
 
 

  



Source: Ministry of Labour & National Service, Report of an Enquiry into Household Expenditure in 1953-54 (London: HMSO, 1957), Appendix C, pp. 302-4. 
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V. OCCUPATIONAL STATUS OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD 
 
 01 Employers (excluding those - such as authors - known to be employing only one or two personal assistants, 

e.g. secretaries, typists). 

 02 Professional - working on own account or where the only persons employed are one or two personal 
assistants, e.g. secretaries, typists). 

 03 Professional - employees, i.e. employed by firms, local authorities, etc. 

 04 Teaching - working on own account 

 05 Teaching - employees, i.e. employed by colleges, schools, local authorities, etc. 

 06 Managerial employees - e.g. directors, managers, district or branch managers, administrative personnel, 
technical staff, but not supervisors, foremen, overmen, chargehands, etc. 

 07 Clerical employees - e.g. clerks, commercial travellers, agents, but not shop assistants. 

 08 Manual workers - employees - skilled and unskilled, including foremen, etc., and postmen, waiters, cooks and 
domestic workers. 

 09 Working on own account, other than professional or teaching - e.g. boo repairers, rag and bone merchants, 
shop or stall keepers, jobbing plumbers, etc. 

 10 Shop assistants. 

 11 Members of Police Forces or Fire Services. 

 12 Members of Armed Forces. 

 13 No gainful occupation, including retired. 
 
 

  



Source: Ministry of Labour & National Service, Report of an Enquiry into Household Expenditure in 1953-54 (London: HMSO, 1957), Appendix C, pp. 302-4. 
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VI. INDUSTRY IN WHICH 
HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD 
WORKED** 

The 28 industry groups provided for in this code are substantially the main "Orders" of 
the Standard Industrial Classification. 

 
 01 Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing. 

 02 Mining and Quarrying. 

 03 Treatment of Non-Metalliferous Mining Products other than Coal. 

 04 Chemicals and Allied Trades. 

 05 Metal Manufacture. 

 06 Engineering, Shipbuilding and Electrical Goods. 

 07 Vehicles. 

 08 Metal Goods not elsewhere specified. 

 09 Precision Instruments, Jewellery, etc. 

 10 Textiles. 

 11 Leather, Leather Goods and Fur. 

 12 Clothing (including footwear). 

 13 Food, Drink and Tobacco. 

 14 Manufactures of Wood and Cork. 

 15 Paper and Printing. 

 16 Other Manufacturing Industries. 

 17 Building and Contracting. 

 18 Gas, Electricity and Water. 

 19 Transport - Rail. 

 20 Other Transport and Communication. 

 21 Distributive Trades. 

 22 Insurance, Banking and Finance. 

 23 Armed Forces (not Police). 

 24 National Government Service, other than Armed Forces. 

 25 Local Government Service, including Police. 

 26 Professional Services. 

 27 Miscellaneous Services. 

 28 No Industry, viz. retired or otherwise not gainfully occupied. 

  



Source: Ministry of Labour & National Service, Report of an Enquiry into Household Expenditure in 1953-54 (London: HMSO, 1957), Appendix C, pp. 302-4. 
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VII. EMPLOYMENT POSITION OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD 

 

 1 Working full-time. 

 2 Working part-time (i.e. not more than 30 hours per week). 

 3 Temporarily stopped (i.e. temporarily stood off from work but with the understanding that they were to 
return to their job within six weeks). 

 4 Unemployed (though normally gainfully employed). 

 5 Sick during more than 50 per cent of the record period. 

 6 Retired or otherwise not gainfully occupied. 
 
 

VIII. MEMBERS ON HOLIDAY This code was provided so that, if necessary, separate analyses could be made for households 
some or all of whose members were on holiday during part or the whole of the period during 
which they were keeping records. 
 

 1 All members of the household on holiday during at least 7 of the 21 days covered by the records. 

 2 One or more, but not all, members similarly on holiday. [during at least 7 of the 21 days covered by the 
records]. 

 3 All other households. 
 
 

IX. HOUSEHOLDS WITH CERTAIN SPECIAL FEATURES CONCERNED WITH THEIR CONSTITUTION 
 
 1 One or more visitors staying in the households during the whole or part of the period covered by the records, 

and/or one or more members of the household away from home during the whole or part of this period. 

 2 The number of persons constituting the household changed during the period covered by the records, e.g. 
through births, deaths, etc. 

 3 Household included one or more resident servants, e.g. gardeners, chauffeurs, etc. 

 4 Households to which code numbers 1 and 2 were both applicable. 

 5 Households to which code numbers 1 and 3 were both applicable. 

 6 Households to which code numbers 2 and 3 were both applicable. 

 7 Households to which code numbers 1, 2 and 3 were all applicable. 

 8 All other households, i.e. those to which none of the circumstances covered by code numbers 1 to 3 applied. 
 

    

  



Source: Ministry of Labour & National Service, Report of an Enquiry into Household Expenditure in 1953-54 (London: HMSO, 1957), Appendix C, pp. 302-4. 
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X. TYPE OF HOUSEHOLD This code enabled separate figures to be prepared, if required, for some special types of 
households. It was divided into two parts:- [01-19, Households in which all income recipients 
stated the amount and source of their income; 21-39, Households which did not furnish 
complete details of the amounts and sources of income] 
 

 01 Retired man living alone, not in receipt of State Old Age Pension*** or National Assistance****. 

 02 Retired woman in similar circumstances [living alone, not in receipt of State Old Age Pension or National 
Assistance.] 

 03 Man and wife living alone, the man (or both) having retired, and neither being in receipt of State Old Age 
Pension or National Assistance. 

 04 Retired man living alone, not in receipt of State Old Age Pension but in receipt of National Assistance. 

 05 Retired woman in similar circumstances [living alone, not in receipt of State Old Age Pension but in receipt of 
National Assistance.] 

 06 Man and wife living alone, the man (or both) having retired, and neither being in receipt of State Old Age 
Pension but in receipt of National Assistance. 

 07 Other households, not in receipt of National Assistance and not including any boarders, in which at least 
three-quarters of the total household income was provided by State Old Age Pension(s). 

 17 Households similar to those in code 07 except that the household included one or more boarders. 

 08 Other households, not including any boarders, in which at least three-quarters of the total household income 
was provided by State Old Age Pension(s) plus National Assistance. 

 18 Households similar to those in code 08 except that the household included one or more boarders. 

 09 All other households, not including boarders, for which the amounts and sources of income were furnished. 

 19 All other households, which included one or more boarders, for which the amounts and sources of income 
were furnished. 

 21 Retired man living alone. 

 22 Retired woman living alone. 

 23 Man and wide living alone, the man (or both) having retired. 

 28 Other households, not including any boarders, but including one or more retired persons. 

 38 Other households, including one or more boarders and including one or more retired persons. 

 29 All other households, not including boarders, for which complete details of the amounts and sources of 
income were not furnished. 

 39 All other households including one or more boarders, for which complete details of the amounts and sources 
of income were not furnished. 
 
 

  



Source: Ministry of Labour & National Service, Report of an Enquiry into Household Expenditure in 1953-54 (London: HMSO, 1957), Appendix C, pp. 302-4. 
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XI. NUMBER OF INCOME 
RECIPIENTS IN 
HOUSEHOLD 

This single figure code showed the number of members of the household in receipt of an 
income of 10s or more per week. 
 
 

 

XII. INCOME OF HEAD OF 
HOUSEHOLD 

This income showed the income range onto which the total weekly income of the head of the 
household fell: 
 

 1 £50 or more. 

 2 £30 but under £50. 

 3 £20 but under £30. 

 4 £14 but under £20. 

 5 £10 but under £14. 

 6 £8 but under £10. 

 7 £6 but under £8. 

 8 £3 but under £6. 

 9 Under £3. 
 
 

XIII. TOTAL INCOME OF 
HOUSEHOLD 

The same income ranges and code numbers were used as for the coding of the income of the 
head of the household (see Code XII). 
 

 1 £50 or more. 

 2 £30 but under £50. 

 3 £20 but under £30. 

 4 £14 but under £20. 

 5 £10 but under £14. 

 6 £8 but under £10. 

 7 £6 but under £8. 

 8 £3 but under £6. 

 9 Under £3. 
 
 

  



Source: Ministry of Labour & National Service, Report of an Enquiry into Household Expenditure in 1953-54 (London: HMSO, 1957), Appendix C, pp. 302-4. 
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XIV. TYPE OF DWELLING OCCUPIED 
 
 1 Council dwelling (including special Housing Trusts in Scotland and Northern Ireland). 

 2 Other rented dwelling, unfurnished. 

 3 Other rented dwelling, furnished. 

 4 Dwelling owner-occupied (being purchased). 

 5 Dwelling owner-occupied (purchase completed). 

 6 Dwelling provided rent-free. 

        
* Persons normally living as members  of a household but who were away from home during part of the period covered by the record keeping 
were counted as members, but visitors who happened to be staying with the household were not included. Where some change in the number 
occurred )e.g. births, deaths) during the record keeping period, the number taken was that which applied during the greater part of the three 
weeks. 
 
** For an employee the industry code assigned was normally that of the industry or business of his employer, but resident servants in a private 
household were coded 27 (Miscellaneous services). 
 
*** The term "State Old Age Pension" in this context meant a Retirement or Old Age Pension paid by the Ministry of Pensions and National 
Insurance, or any other form of pension, benefit or allowance paid by that Department to elderly people. 
 
**** The term "National Assistance" included Assistance paid in lieu of as well as in supplementation of National Insurance benefits, allowances 
or pensions, but excluded Non-Contributory Old Age Pensions which were regarded as comprised within the term "State Old Age Pension" - see 
previous footnote. 

 



 
Source: Ministry of Labour & National Service, Report of an Enquiry into Household Expenditure in 1953-54 (London: HMSO, 
1957), Appendix C, p. 294. 
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APPENDIX III  –  PERSONS IN THE HOUSEHOLD [HB.1] 
 
The following codes are used at the beginning of each household file and are derived from HB.1 forms 
(containing personal information identifying respondents) that are no longer available in the archive. 
 

0.01 Total number of visits. 

0.02 Total number in the household. 

0.03 Number of males. 

0.04 Number of females. 

0.05 Number aged under 5 years. 

0.06 Number aged 5 and under 16 years. 

0.07 Number of males 16 and under 21. 

0.08 Number of females 16 and under 21. 

0.09 Number of males 21 and under 61. 

0.10 Number of females 21 and under 61. 

0.11 Number of males 61 and under 65. 

0.12 Number of females 61 and under 65. 

0.13 Number of males 65 and under 70. 

0.14 Number of females 65 and under 70. 

0.15 Number of males 70 and over. 

0.16 Number of females 70 and over. 

0.17 Number of males working for gain or profit. 

0.18 Number of females working for gain or profit. 

0.19 Number in household classed as "retired". 

0.20 Number in household not working for gain or profit and not classed as "retired". 
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APPENDIX IV  –  REGION/AREA CODES [HB-20] 
 

 

Region Area Canonical Region Canonical Area Population Density 

11 1 Northern Gateshead CB Urban 100,000+ 

11 2 Northern Middlesbrough CB Urban 100,000+ 

11 3 Northern Newcastle-upon-Tyne City CB Urban 100,000+ 

11 4 Northern Newcastle-upon-Tyne City CB Urban 100,000+ 

11 5 Northern South Shields CB Urban 100,000+ 

11 6 Northern Sunderland CB Urban 100,000+ 

11 31 Northern Ashington UD Other Urban 

11 32 Northern Billingham UD Other Urban 

11 33 Northern Boldon UD Other Urban 

11 34 Northern Carlise City CB Other Urban 

11 35 Northern Crook and Willington UD Other Urban 

11 36 Northern Darlington CB Other Urban 

11 37 Northern Gosforth UD Other Urban 

11 38 Northern Hetton UD Other Urban 

11 39 Northern Redcar MB Other Urban 

11 40 Northern Seaham UD Other Urban 

11 41 Northern Seaton Valley UD Other Urban 

11 42 Northern Stockton-on-Tees MB Other Urban 

11 43 Northern Thornaby-on-Tees MB Other Urban 

11 44 Northern Whickham UD Other Urban 

11 45 Northern Whitehaven MB Other Urban 

11 46 Northern Whitley Bay UD Other Urban 

11 81 Northern Easington RD Rural 

11 82 Northern North Westmorland RD Rural 

11 83 Northern Richmond RD Rural 

11 84 Northern Sunderland RD Rural 

11 85 Northern Wigton RD Rural 

12 1 East and West Ridings Bradford City CB Urban 100,000+ 

12 2 East and West Ridings Bradford City CB Urban 100,000+ 

12 3 East and West Ridings Huddersfield CB Urban 100,000+ 

12 4 East and West Ridings Kingston-upon-Hull City CB Urban 100,000+ 

12 5 East and West Ridings Kingston-upon-Hull City CB Urban 100,000+ 

12 6 East and West Ridings Leeds City CB Urban 100,000+ 

12 7 East and West Ridings Leeds City CB Urban 100,000+ 

12 8 East and West Ridings Leeds City CB Urban 100,000+ 

12 9 East and West Ridings Sheffield City CB Urban 100,000+ 

12 10 East and West Ridings Sheffield City CB Urban 100,000+ 

12 11 East and West Ridings Sheffield City CB Urban 100,000+ 

12 12 East and West Ridings York City CB Urban 100,000+ 

12 31 East and West Ridings Barnsley CB Other Urban 

12 32 East and West Ridings Batley MB Other Urban 

12 33 East and West Ridings Bridlington MB Other Urban 

12 34 East and West Ridings Castleford UD Other Urban 

12 35 East and West Ridings Darton UD Other Urban 

12 36 East and West Ridings Dewsbury CB Other Urban 

12 37 East and West Ridings Goole MB Other Urban 

12 38 East and West Ridings Halifax CB Other Urban 
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Region Area Canonical Region Canonical Area Population Density 

12 39 East and West Ridings Holmfirth UD Other Urban 

12 40 East and West Ridings Keighley MB Other Urban 

12 41 East and West Ridings Mirfield UD Other Urban 

12 42 East and West Ridings Pontefract MB Other Urban 

12 43 East and West Ridings Rotherham CB Other Urban 

12 44 East and West Ridings Rothwell UD Other Urban 

12 45 East and West Ridings Sowerby Bridge UD Other Urban 

12 46 East and West Ridings Todmorden MB Other Urban 

12 47 East and West Ridings Wakefield City CB Other Urban 

12 81 East and West Ridings Hemsworth RD Rural 

12 82 East and West Ridings Howden RD Rural 

12 83 East and West Ridings Selby RD Rural 

12 84 East and West Ridings Wetherby RD Rural 

13 1 North Western Birkenhead CB Urban 100,000+ 

13 2 North Western Blackburn CB Urban 100,000+ 

13 3 North Western Blackpool CB Urban 100,000+ 

13 4 North Western Bolton CB Urban 100,000+ 

13 5 North Western Liverpool City CB Urban 100,000+ 

13 6 North Western Liverpool City CB Urban 100,000+ 

13 7 North Western Liverpool City CB Urban 100,000+ 

13 8 North Western Liverpool City CB Urban 100,000+ 

13 9 North Western Manchester City CB Urban 100,000+ 

13 10 North Western Manchester City CB Urban 100,000+ 

13 11 North Western Manchester City CB Urban 100,000+ 

13 12 North Western Oldham CB Urban 100,000+ 

13 13 North Western Preston CB Urban 100,000+ 

13 14 North Western St. Helens CB Urban 100,000+ 

13 15 North Western Salford CB Urban 100,000+ 

13 16 North Western Stockport CB Urban 100,000+ 

13 17 North Western Wallasey CB Urban 100,000+ 

13 31 North Western Accrington MB Other Urban 

13 32 North Western Altrincham MB Other Urban 

13 33 North Western Atherton UD Other Urban 

13 34 North Western Barrow-in-Furness CB Other Urban 

13 35 North Western Bredbury and Romiley UD Other Urban 

13 36 North Western Burnley CB Other Urban 

13 37 North Western Bury CB Other Urban 

13 38 North Western Chorley MB Other Urban 

13 39 North Western Crewe MB Other Urban 

13 40 North Western Crosby MB Other Urban 

13 41 North Western Denton UD Other Urban 

13 42 North Western Farnsworth MB Other Urban 

13 43 North Western Great Harwood UD Other Urban 

13 44 North Western Hoylake UD Other Urban 

13 45 North Western Huyton-with-Roby UD Other Urban 

13 46 North Western Lancaster MB Other Urban 

13 47 North Western Leyland UD Other Urban 

13 48 North Western Macclesfield MB Other Urban 

13 49 North Western Middleton MB Other Urban 

13 50 North Western Nelson MB Other Urban 

13 51 North Western Prestwich MB Other Urban 
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Region Area Canonical Region Canonical Area Population Density 

13 52 North Western Rawtenstall MB Other Urban 

13 53 North Western Rochdale CB Other Urban 

13 54 North Western Sale MB Other Urban 

13 55 North Western Southport CB Other Urban 

13 56 North Western Swinton and Pendlebury MB Other Urban 

13 57 North Western Upholland UD Other Urban 

13 58 North Western Widnes MB Other Urban 

13 59 North Western Wigan CB Other Urban 

13 60 North Western Wirral UD Other Urban 

13 81 North Western Bucklow RD Rural 

13 82 North Western Chorley RD Rural 

13 83 North Western Northwich RD Rural 

13 84 North Western Warrington RD Rural 

14 1 North Midland Derby CB Urban 100,000+ 

14 2 North Midland Leicester City CB Urban 100,000+ 

14 3 North Midland Leicester City CB Urban 100,000+ 

14 4 North Midland Northampton CB Urban 100,000+ 

14 5 North Midland Nottingham City CB Urban 100,000+ 

14 6 North Midland Nottingham City CB Urban 100,000+ 

14 31 North Midland Boston MB Other Urban 

14 32 North Midland Carlton UD Other Urban 

14 33 North Midland Chesterfield MB Other Urban 

14 34 North Midland Corby UD Other Urban 

14 35 North Midland Grimsby CB Other Urban 

14 36 North Midland Hinkley UD Other Urban 

14 37 North Midland Ilkeston MB Other Urban 

14 38 North Midland Lincoln City CB Other Urban 

14 39 North Midland Louth MB Other Urban 

14 40 North Midland Mansfield MB Other Urban 

14 41 North Midland Peterborough City MB Other Urban 

14 42 North Midland Staveley UD Other Urban 

14 43 North Midland Sutton-in-Ashfield UD Other Urban 

14 44 North Midland Wellingborough UD Other Urban 

14 81 North Midland Barrow-upon-Soar RD Rural 

14 82 North Midland Bingham RD Rural 

14 83 North Midland Blackwell RD Rural 

14 84 North Midland Clowne RD Rural 

14 85 North Midland Horncastle RD Rural 

14 86 North Midland Kettering RD Rural 

14 87 North Midland Market Bosworth RD Rural 

14 88 North Midland North Kesteven RD Rural 

15 1 Midland Birmingham City CB Urban 100,000+ 

15 2 Midland Birmingham City CB Urban 100,000+ 

15 3 Midland Birmingham City CB Urban 100,000+ 

15 4 Midland Birmingham City CB Urban 100,000+ 

15 5 Midland Birmingham City CB Urban 100,000+ 

15 6 Midland Coventry City CB Urban 100,000+ 

15 8 Midland Stoke-on-Trent City CB Urban 100,000+ 

15 9 Midland Stoke-on-Trent City CB Urban 100,000+ 

15 10 Midland Walsall CB Urban 100,000+ 

15 11 Midland Wolverhampton CB Urban 100,000+ 
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Region Area Canonical Region Canonical Area Population Density 

15 31 Midland Bedworth UD Other Urban 

15 32 Midland Bilston MB Other Urban 

15 33 Midland Cannock UD Other Urban 

15 34 Midland Dudley CB Other Urban 

15 35 Midland Halesowen MB Other Urban 

15 36 Midland Kidsgrove UD Other Urban 

15 37 Midland Leominster MB Other Urban 

15 38 Midland Newcaste-under-Lyme MB Other Urban 

15 39 Midland Oldbury MB Other Urban 

15 40 Midland Royal Leamington Spa MB Other Urban 

15 41 Midland Shrewsbury MB Other Urban 

15 42 Midland Smethwick CB Other Urban 

15 43 Midland Solihull UD Other Urban 

15 44 Midland Stafford MB Other Urban 

15 45 Midland Wednesbury MB Other Urban 

15 46 Midland West Bromwich CB Other Urban 

15 47 Midland Worcester City CB Other Urban 

15 81 Midland Atherstone RD Rural 

15 82 Midland Lichfield RD Rural 

15 83 Midland Upton-on-Severn RD Rural 

15 84 Midland Warwick RD Rural 

15 85 Midland Wellington RD Rural 

15 86 Midland Weobley RD Rural 

16 1 Eastern Hornchirch UD Urban 100,000+ 

16 2 Eastern Ipswich CB Urban 100,000+ 

16 3 Eastern Luton MB Urban 100,000+ 

16 4 Eastern Norwich City CB Urban 100,000+ 

16 5 Eastern Southend-on-Sea CB Urban 100,000+ 

16 31 Eastern Bedford MB Other Urban 

16 32 Eastern Benfleet UD Other Urban 

16 33 Eastern Burnham-on-Crouch UD Other Urban 

16 34 Eastern Cambridge City MB Other Urban 

16 35 Eastern Chorleywood UD Other Urban 

16 36 Eastern Colchester MB Other Urban 

16 37 Eastern Kings Lynn MB Other Urban 

16 38 Eastern Letchworth UD Other Urban 

16 39 Eastern Lowestoft MB Other Urban 

16 40 Eastern Old Fletton UD Other Urban 

16 41 Eastern Romford MB Other Urban 

16 42 Eastern Thurrock UD Other Urban 

16 43 Eastern Ware UD Other Urban 

16 81 Eastern Berhamsted RD Rural 

16 82 Eastern Biggleswade RD Rural 

16 83 Eastern Deben RD Rural 

16 84 Eastern Docking RD Rural 

16 85 Eastern Ely RD Rural 

16 86 Eastern Halstead RD Rural 

16 87 Eastern Melford RD Rural 

16 88 Eastern Mitford and Launditch RD Rural 

16 89 Eastern Watford RD Rural 

17 1 County of London Battersea MB Urban 100,000+ 
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Region Area Canonical Region Canonical Area Population Density 

17 2 County of London Bermondsey MB Urban 100,000+ 

17 3 County of London Bethnal Green MB Urban 100,000+ 

17 4 County of London Camberwell MB Urban 100,000+ 

17 5 County of London Chelsea MB Urban 100,000+ 

17 6 County of London Deptford MB Urban 100,000+ 

17 7 County of London Finsbury MB Urban 100,000+ 

17 8 County of London Fulham MB Urban 100,000+ 

17 9 County of London Greenwich MB Urban 100,000+ 

17 10 County of London Hackney MB Urban 100,000+ 

17 11 County of London Hammersmith MB Urban 100,000+ 

17 12 County of London Hampstead MB Urban 100,000+ 

17 13 County of London Holborn MB Urban 100,000+ 

17 14 County of London Islington MB Urban 100,000+ 

17 15 County of London Kensington MB Urban 100,000+ 

17 16 County of London Lambeth MB Urban 100,000+ 

17 17 County of London Lewisham MB Urban 100,000+ 

17 18 County of London Paddington MB Urban 100,000+ 

17 19 County of London Poplar MB Urban 100,000+ 

17 20 County of London St. Marylebone MB Urban 100,000+ 

17 21 County of London St. Pancras MB Urban 100,000+ 

17 22 County of London Shoreditch MB Urban 100,000+ 

17 23 County of London Southwark MB Urban 100,000+ 

17 24 County of London Stepney MB Urban 100,000+ 

17 25 County of London Stoke Newington MB Urban 100,000+ 

17 26 County of London Wandsworth MB Urban 100,000+ 

17 27 County of London Wandsworth MB Urban 100,000+ 

17 28 County of London Westminister MB Urban 100,000+ 

17 29 County of London Woolwich MB Urban 100,000+ 

18 1 Rest of London and South Eastern Brighton CB Urban 100,000+ 

18 2 Rest of London and South Eastern Croydon CB Urban 100,000+ 

18 3 Rest of London and South Eastern Croydon CB Urban 100,000+ 

18 4 Rest of London and South Eastern Dagenham MB Urban 100,000+ 

18 5 Rest of London and South Eastern Ealing MB Urban 100,000+ 

18 6 Rest of London and South Eastern East Ham CB Urban 100,000+ 

18 7 Rest of London and South Eastern Edmonton MB Urban 100,000+ 

18 8 Rest of London and South Eastern Enfield UD Urban 100,000+ 

18 9 Rest of London and South Eastern Harrow UD Urban 100,000+ 

18 10 Rest of London and South Eastern Hendon MB Urban 100,000+ 

18 11 Rest of London and South Eastern Heston and Isleworth MB Urban 100,000+ 

18 12 Rest of London and South Eastern Ilford MB Urban 100,000+ 

18 13 Rest of London and South Eastern Leyton MB Urban 100,000+ 

18 14 Rest of London and South Eastern Tottenham MB Urban 100,000+ 

18 15 Rest of London and South Eastern Twickenham MB Urban 100,000+ 

18 16 Rest of London and South Eastern Walthamstow MB Urban 100,000+ 

18 17 Rest of London and South Eastern Wembley MB Urban 100,000+ 

18 18 Rest of London and South Eastern West Ham CB Urban 100,000+ 

18 19 Rest of London and South Eastern Willesden MB Urban 100,000+ 

18 31 Rest of London and South Eastern Acton MB Other Urban 

18 32 Rest of London and South Eastern Barking MB Other Urban 

18 33 Rest of London and South Eastern Barnes MB Other Urban 

18 34 Rest of London and South Eastern Beckenham MB Other Urban 
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18 35 Rest of London and South Eastern Bexley MB Other Urban 

18 36 Rest of London and South Eastern Bromley MB Other Urban 

18 37 Rest of London and South Eastern Carshalton UD Other Urban 

18 38 Rest of London and South Eastern Chigwell UD Other Urban 

18 39 Rest of London and South Eastern Chislehurst and Sidcup UD Other Urban 

18 40 Rest of London and South Eastern Coulsdon and Purley UD Other Urban 

18 41 Rest of London and South Eastern Cuckfield UD Other Urban 

18 42 Rest of London and South Eastern Dartford MB Other Urban 

18 43 Rest of London and South Eastern East Barnet UD Other Urban 

18 44 Rest of London and South Eastern Epson and Ewell MB Other Urban 

18 45 Rest of London and South Eastern Erith MB Other Urban 

18 46 Rest of London and South Eastern Esher UD Other Urban 

18 47 Rest of London and South Eastern Feltham UD Other Urban 

18 48 Rest of London and South Eastern Friern Barnet UD Other Urban 

18 49 Rest of London and South Eastern Gillingham MB Other Urban 

18 50 Rest of London and South Eastern Guildford MB Other Urban 

18 51 Rest of London and South Eastern Hastings CB Other Urban 

18 52 Rest of London and South Eastern Hornsey MB Other Urban 

18 53 Rest of London and South Eastern Hythe MB Other Urban 

18 54 Rest of London and South Eastern Lewes MB Other Urban 

18 55 Rest of London and South Eastern Littlehampton UD Other Urban 

18 56 Rest of London and South Eastern Malden and Coombe MB Other Urban 

18 57 Rest of London and South Eastern Merton and Morden UD Other Urban 

18 58 Rest of London and South Eastern New Romney MB Other Urban 

18 59 Rest of London and South Eastern Penge UD Other Urban 

18 60 Rest of London and South Eastern Reigate MB Other Urban 

18 61 Rest of London and South Eastern Royal Tunbridge Wells MB Other Urban 

18 62 Rest of London and South Eastern Ruslip Northwood UD Other Urban 

18 63 Rest of London and South Eastern Southgate MB Other Urban 

18 64 Rest of London and South Eastern Staines UD Other Urban 

18 65 Rest of London and South Eastern Surbiton MB Other Urban 

18 66 Rest of London and South Eastern Tenterden MB Other Urban 

18 67 Rest of London and South Eastern Walton and Weybridge UD Other Urban 

18 68 Rest of London and South Eastern Wanstead and Woodford MB Other Urban 

18 69 Rest of London and South Eastern Woking UD Other Urban 

18 70 Rest of London and South Eastern Wood Green MB Other Urban 

18 71 Rest of London and South Eastern Worthing MB Other Urban 

18 81 Rest of London and South Eastern Chailey RD Rural 

18 82 Rest of London and South Eastern Chanctonbury RD Rural 

18 83 Rest of London and South Eastern Elstree RD Rural 

18 84 Rest of London and South Eastern Godstone RD Rural 

18 85 Rest of London and South Eastern Hollingbourne RD Rural 

18 86 Rest of London and South Eastern Strood RD Rural 

19 1 Southern Bournemouth CB Urban 100,000+ 

19 2 Southern Portsmouth City CB Urban 100,000+ 

19 3 Southern Reading CB Urban 100,000+ 

19 4 Southern Southampton BC Urban 100,000+ 

19 31 Southern Aylesbury MB Other Urban 

19 32 Southern Christchurch MB Other Urban 

19 33 Southern Dorchester MB Other Urban 

19 34 Southern Farnborough UD Other Urban 
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19 35 Southern Lymington MB Other Urban 

19 36 Southern Marlow UD Other Urban 

19 37 Southern Oxford City CB Other Urban 

19 38 Southern Portland UD Other Urban 

19 39 Southern Ryde MB Other Urban 

19 40 Southern Witney UD Other Urban 

19 81 Southern Abingdon RD Rural 

19 82 Southern Andover RD Rural 

19 83 Southern Aylesbury RD Rural 

19 84 Southern Blandford RD Rural 

19 85 Southern Bullingdon RD Rural 

19 86 Southern Isle of Wight Rural 

19 87 Southern New Forest RD Rural 

19 88 Southern Wantage RD Rural 

20 1 South Western Bristol City CB Urban 100,000+ 

20 2 South Western Bristol City CB Urban 100,000+ 

20 3 South Western Plymouth City CB Urban 100,000+ 

20 31 South Western Barnstable MB Other Urban 

20 32 South Western Bath City CB Other Urban 

20 33 South Western Glastonbury MB Other Urban 

20 34 South Western Gloucester City CB Other Urban 

20 35 South Western Helston MB Other Urban 

20 36 South Western Kingswood UD Other Urban 

20 37 South Western Melksham UD Other Urban 

20 38 South Western Newton Abbot UD Other Urban 

20 39 South Western Swindon MB Other Urban 

20 40 South Western Torpoint UD Other Urban 

20 41 South Western Torquay MB Other Urban 

20 42 South Western Weston-super-Mare MB Other Urban 

20 81 South Western Clutton RD Rural 

20 82 South Western Devizes RD Rural 

20 83 South Western Gloucester RD Rural 

20 84 South Western Newton Abbot RD Rural 

20 85 South Western Thornbury RD Rural 

20 86 South Western Torrington RD Rural 

20 87 South Western Wadebridge RD Rural 

20 88 South Western Wincanton RD Rural 

21 1 Wales and Monmouthshire Cardiff City CB Urban 100,000+ 

21 2 Wales and Monmouthshire Newport CB Urban 100,000+ 

21 3 Wales and Monmouthshire Rhondda UD Urban 100,000+ 

21 4 Wales and Monmouthshire Swansea CB Urban 100,000+ 

21 31 Wales and Monmouthshire Abertillery UD Other Urban 

21 32 Wales and Monmouthshire Barry MB Other Urban 

21 33 Wales and Monmouthshire Buckley UD Other Urban 

21 34 Wales and Monmouthshire Conway MB Other Urban 

21 35 Wales and Monmouthshire Ebbw Vale UD Other Urban 

21 36 Wales and Monmouthshire Glyncorrwg UD Other Urban 

21 37 Wales and Monmouthshire Llanelly MB Other Urban 

21 38 Wales and Monmouthshire Merthyr Tydfil CB Other Urban 

21 39 Wales and Monmouthshire Neath MB Other Urban 

21 40 Wales and Monmouthshire Portshcawl UD Other Urban 
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21 41 Wales and Monmouthshire Risca UD Other Urban 

21 81 Wales and Monmouthshire Magor and St. Mellons RD Rural 

21 82 Wales and Monmouthshire Neath RD Rural 

21 83 Wales and Monmouthshire Overton RD Rural 

21 84 Wales and Monmouthshire Ruthin RD Rural 

21 85 Wales and Monmouthshire Teifside RD Rural 

21 86 Wales and Monmouthshire Twrcelyn RD Rural 

22 1 Scotland Aberdeen City Urban 100,000+ 

22 2 Scotland Dundee City Urban 100,000+ 

22 3 Scotland Edinburgh City Urban 100,000+ 

22 4 Scotland Edinburgh City Urban 100,000+ 

22 5 Scotland Glasgow City Urban 100,000+ 

22 6 Scotland Glasgow City Urban 100,000+ 

22 7 Scotland Glasgow City Urban 100,000+ 

22 8 Scotland Glasgow City Urban 100,000+ 

22 9 Scotland Glasgow City Urban 100,000+ 

22 31 Scotland Airdrie Other Urban 

22 32 Scotland Campbeltown Other Urban 

22 33 Scotland Dumfries Other Urban 

22 34 Scotland Fraserburgh Other Urban 

22 35 Scotland Greenock Other Urban 

22 36 Scotland Hamilton Other Urban 

22 37 Scotland Helensburgh Other Urban 

22 38 Scotland Kilmarnock Other Urban 

22 39 Scotland Kirkcaldy Other Urban 

22 40 Scotland Leslie Other Urban 

22 41 Scotland Paisley Other Urban 

22 42 Scotland Perth Other Urban 

22 43 Scotland Renfrew Other Urban 

22 44 Scotland Rutherglen Other Urban 

22 45 Scotland Stirling Other Urban 

22 46 Scotland Stranraer Other Urban 

22 47 Scotland Troon Other Urban 

22 81 Scotland Aberdeen City Rural 

22 82 Scotland Argyll Rural 

22 83 Scotland Ayr Rural 

22 84 Scotland Dumfries Rural 

22 85 Scotland Fife Rural 

22 86 Scotland Inverness Rural 

22 87 Scotland Lanark Rural 

22 88 Scotland Lanark Rural 

22 89 Scotland Midlothian Rural 

22 90 Scotland Perth Rural 

22 91 Scotland Roxburgh Rural 

22 92 Scotland West Lothian Rural 

23 1 Northern Ireland Belfast Urban 100,000+ 

23 2 Northern Ireland Belfast Urban 100,000+ 

23 31 Northern Ireland Coleraine Other Urban 

23 32 Northern Ireland Portadown Other Urban 

23 81 Northern Ireland Ballymena Rural 

23 82 Northern Ireland Londonderry Rural 
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23 83 Northern Ireland Moira Rural 

23 84 Northern Ireland Newry No. 2 Rural 

23 85 Northern Ireland Omagh Rural 
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APPENDIX V  –  F IELD NAMING CONVENTION  
 
 
 
Many field-names appear in the following three-part format: 
 

Form_questionNumber_hqCode 

 
They begin with the relevant form, followed by the relevant question on that form, followed by the 
relevant administrative ‘H.Q.’ code that was assigned (by MoL administrators) to every monetary value 
that was deemed to be valid. For example, field HB5_q1_hq10.10 relates to form H.B.5, question 1, 

where values were entered with a hq-code of 10.10, which denotes ‘Gross income from wages, salaries, 
bonuses, etc.’ (see Appendix I for the list of all HQ-codes). 
 
However, it is important to acknowledge that respondents and/or MoL administrators did not always enter 
monetary values next to what we might deem to be the appropriate question on a form. In aggregating 
income or expenditure, however, this lack of precision in positioning numerical answers on the page was 
not crucial, since all numerical values could (and can) be accurately aggregated according to the hq-code 
that MoL administrators wrote next to every value they checked and deemed valid. 
 
Thus it is appropriate to treat the questionNumber element of a given fieldname as merely a guide to 

where the data was asked for, and most probably retrieved from, on the original form. For complete 
accuracy in statistical terms, we must ignore the questionNumber element of a field and rely entirely on 

the hq-Code. The questionNumber part of a given fieldname should be treated as a guide to where 

the value was designed to appear within the specified form. 
 
A particularly terrible example is HB5_q4_hq10.30, the field that reports the total of all income from 

maternity benefits for a given household. This is, perhaps, the most problematic example because no 
specific question relating to maternity benefits was located on the appropriate form for personal income, 
H.B.5.  Question 3 on this form does provide respondents with spaces to specify received amounts of 
‘family allowances’, ‘national assistance’, ‘unemployment benefit’, ‘sickness benefit’ and other 
welfare/benefits/insurance income types.  
 
We might, however, have expected respondents in receipt of maternity benefits to enter such income 
under question 4 of the H.B.5 form: ‘If you have income from any other source, please state below the 
kinds of income and the approximate amounts received […]’. Some respondents did so, but many others 
entered their maternity benefit income alongside some of the aforementioned benefit types above – at 
least one respondent even entered this in part 8 of question 3, ‘War Disability Pension or Allowance’. 
Thankfully, MoL administrators coded all monetary values across the entire survey with ‘H.Q. codes’ – in 
the case of maternity benefit income, with the hq code ’10.30’ (see Appendix I) . 
 
The seeming chaos implied by this, the most probable worst example, is outweighed by the utility of 
having some guide to where values in the dataset relate to physical spaces on original pages of the survey. 
For purely statistical purposes, such an understanding may seem irrelevant to some users of this dataset. 
For them, only the hqCode element will be relevant. But for others who may wish to appreciate the ways 

and forms in which questions were asked and answered, the questionNumber element of fieldnames 

will constitute a helpful guide – so long as users keep in mind that respondents did not always fill out their 
forms in the way that computers or logical human minds would appreciate. 
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APPENDIX VI  –  EXAMPLE OF AN ORIGINAL HOUSEHOLD BUDGET  
 
 
The following example is household HR-18-09-31-00, the record in the dataset with a Region of 18, an 

Area 9, Address 31, and a Household_No of 0. 

 
 
For this household, the following items, as found in TNA holdings, exist in the following sequence: 
 

File cover-page x 1 

Form H.B.20  x 1 

Form H.B.2  x 1 

Form H.B.5  x 4 

Form H.B.3  x 4 

Form H.B.4  x 4 sets of 21 day’s expenditure 

 
 
Not all of the 249 pages for this household will be reproduced below because the idea here is to explain 
rather than inundate the reader. Rather, the more interesting examples will be shown. For example, 
person ‘1’ had no income to declare whereas person ‘2’ did and so the latter’s H.B.5 form is shown below. 
On the other hand, person ‘2’ purchased very little whereas person ‘1’ did enough shopping to feed the 
household. Thus the example of H.B.4 is given with the first week from person ‘1’. 
 
Pages 4 and 5 of the H.B.4 form below demonstrate just how congested responses could be. Every 
monetary value was checked on every form by MoL administrators and regularised values with ‘hq codes’ 
were written on the original forms in red ink. However, in the example of  pages 4 & 5 of the H.B.4 form 
below, we can see how such codes were used to rationalise the respondent’s entries (there are less H.Q. 
codes than there are original entries). To add to the complications of the digitisation process, some codes 
relating to the first entries for food (section 1) were written instead in section 4 (‘Clothing,’ etc.) because 
the MoL administrator decided to use a less congested part of the form. 
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What follows is the second of four H.B.5 forms: 
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What follows is the second of four H.B.3 forms: 
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The following shows the first seven day’s expenditure of person ‘1’ in a H.B.4 form:
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APPENDIX VII  –  RECORD DESCRIPTIONS INDEX  
 

 

Order: Table, Field 

 

Household-Table 

 

Household_Ref [BLS] .............................. 10 

Region ........................................... 10 

Area ............................................. 10 

Address .......................................... 10 

Household_No ..................................... 10 

Start_Week ....................................... 11 

HB20_q1 .......................................... 11 

HB20_q3a ......................................... 11 

HB20_q3b ......................................... 11 

HB20_q3c ......................................... 11 

HB20_q4 .......................................... 12 

HB20_q5 .......................................... 12 

HB20_q6 .......................................... 13 

HB20_q7 .......................................... 13 

HB20_q8 .......................................... 14 

HB20_q9 .......................................... 14 

HB20_q10 ......................................... 15 

HB20_q11 ......................................... 16 

HB20_q12 ......................................... 16 

HB20_q13 ......................................... 16 

HB20_q14 ......................................... 16 

HB5_Total_Household_Income [BLS] ................. 17 

HB20_Range_Min [BLS] ............................. 17 

HB20_Range_Max [BLS] ............................. 17 

Sync_with_HB20_q13 [BLS] ......................... 17 

HB2_q1 ........................................... 17 

HB2_q2_pt1 ....................................... 17 

HB2_q2_pt2 ....................................... 17 

HB2_q3 ........................................... 18 

HB2_q4 ........................................... 18 

HB2_q5 ........................................... 18 

HB2_q7 ........................................... 18 

HB2_q8 ........................................... 18 

HB2_q9 ........................................... 18 

HB2_q10 .......................................... 18 

HB2_q11 .......................................... 18 

HB2_q12_pt1 ...................................... 18 

HB2_hq1.13 ....................................... 19 

HB2_hq1.23 ....................................... 19 

HB2_hq1.37 ....................................... 19 

HB2_hq1.43 ....................................... 19 

HB2_q13 .......................................... 19 

HB2_q15 .......................................... 19 

HB2_q17 .......................................... 19 

HB2_q18 .......................................... 19 

HB2_q20 .......................................... 20 

HB2_q22 .......................................... 20 

HB2_q23 .......................................... 20 

HB2_q24_hq1.71 ................................... 20 

HB2_q24_hq1.72 ................................... 20 
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HB2_q24_hq1.73 ................................... 20 

HB2_q24_hq1.74 ................................... 20 

HB2_q25_hq1.81 ................................... 20 

HB2_q25_hq1.84 ................................... 21 

HB2_q27_to_q33_hq1.91 ............................ 21 

HB2_q27_to_q33_hq1.92 ............................ 21 

HB2_q27_to_q33_hq1.94 ............................ 21 

HB2_q27_to_q33_hq1.99 ............................ 21 

HB4_Num_People [BLS] ............................. 21 

HB4_Num_Days_With_Expenditures [BLS] ............. 21 

HB4_Total_Expenditure [BLS] ...................... 21 

Num_HB5 [BLS] .................................... 22 

 

 

HB3-Table 

 

Household_Ref [BLS] .............................. 23 

Person_Id ........................................ 23  

HB3_q1_pt1/2 ..................................... 23 

HB3_q1_pt3 ....................................... 23 

HB3_q1_pt4 ....................................... 23 

HB3_q2 ........................................... 23 

HB3_q3 ........................................... 24 

HB3_q4 ........................................... 24 

HB3_q6_to_q11_hq5.48 ............................. 24 

HB3_q6_to_q11_hq6.37 ............................. 24 

HB3_q6_to_q11_hq7.34 ............................. 24 

HB3_q6_to_q11_hq8.62 ............................. 24 

HB3_q6_to_q11_hq8.63 ............................. 25 

HB3_q6_to_q11_hq8.74 ............................. 25 

HB3_q6_to_q11_hq9.11 ............................. 25 

HB3_q6_to_q11_hq9.12 ............................. 25 

HB3_q6_to_q11_hq9.14 ............................. 25 

HB3_q6_to_q11_hq9.15 ............................. 25 

HB3_q12_hq8.44 ................................... 26 

HB3_q12_hq8.61 ................................... 26 

HB3_q12_hq8.62 ................................... 26 

HB3_q12_hq8.63 ................................... 26 

HB3_q12_hq8.64 ................................... 26 

HB3_q12_to_q13_hq8.73 ............................ 27 

HB3_q13_hq7.24 ................................... 27 

HB3_q13_hq7.51 ................................... 27 

HB3_q13_hq7.52 ................................... 27 

HB3_q13_hq7.71 ................................... 27 

HB3_q13_hq7.72 ................................... 27 

HB3_q13_hq7.81 ................................... 28 

HB3_q13_hq8.24 ................................... 28 

HB3_q13_hq8.71 ................................... 28 

 

 

HB4-Table 

 

Household_Ref [BLS] .............................. 29 

Person_Id ........................................ 29 

HB4_q1_hq2.11 .................................... 29 

HB4_q1_hq2.12 .................................... 29 

HB4_q1_hq2.13 .................................... 29 

HB4_q1_hq2.14 .................................... 29 
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HB4_q1_hq2.15 .................................... 29 

HB4_q1_hq2.16 .................................... 30 

HB4_q1_hq2.17 .................................... 30 

HB4_q1_hq2.20 .................................... 30 

HB4_q1_hq2.21 .................................... 30 

HB4_q1_hq2.22 .................................... 30 

HB4_q1_hq2.23 .................................... 30 

HB4_q1_hq2.24 .................................... 30 

HB4_q1_hq2.25 .................................... 30 

HB4_q1_hq2.26 .................................... 31 

HB4_q1_hq2.27 .................................... 31 

HB4_q1_hq2.28 .................................... 31 

HB4_q1_hq2.29 .................................... 31 

HB4_q1_hq2.31 .................................... 31 

HB4_q1_hq2.32 .................................... 31 

HB4_q1_hq2.33 .................................... 31 

HB4_q1_hq2.41 .................................... 31 

HB4_q1_hq2.42 .................................... 32 

HB4_q1_hq2.43 .................................... 32 

HB4_q1_hq2.49 .................................... 32 

HB4_q1_hq2.51 .................................... 32 

HB4_q1_hq2.52 .................................... 32 

HB4_q1_hq2.53 .................................... 32 

HB4_q1_hq2.54 .................................... 32 

HB4_q1_hq2.55 .................................... 32 

HB4_q1_hq2.56 .................................... 33 

HB4_q1_hq2.61 .................................... 33 

HB4_q1_hq2.62 .................................... 33 

HB4_q1_hq2.63 .................................... 33 

HB4_q1_hq2.64 .................................... 33 

HB4_q1_hq2.65 .................................... 33 

HB4_q1_hq2.66 .................................... 33 

HB4_q1_hq2.69 .................................... 33 

HB4_q1_hq2.71 .................................... 34 

HB4_q1_hq2.72 .................................... 34 

HB4_q1_hq2.73 .................................... 34 

HB4_q1_hq2.81 .................................... 34 

HB4_q1_hq2.82 .................................... 34 

HB4_q1_hq2.83 .................................... 34 

HB4_q1_hq2.84 .................................... 34 

HB4_q1_hq2.91 .................................... 34 

HB4_q1_hq2.92 .................................... 35 

HB4_q1_hq2.93 .................................... 35 

HB4_q1_hq2.94 .................................... 35 

HB4_q1_hq2.95 .................................... 35 

HB4_q1_hq2.96 .................................... 35 

HB4_q1_hq2.99 .................................... 35 

HB4_q2_hq3.11 .................................... 35 

HB4_q2_hq3.12 .................................... 35 

HB4_q2_hq3.19 .................................... 36 

HB4_q2_hq3.21 .................................... 36 

HB4_q2_hq3.22 .................................... 36 

HB4_q2_hq3.23 .................................... 36 

HB4_q2_hq3.24 .................................... 36 

HB4_q3_hq1.71 .................................... 36 

HB4_q3_hq1.72 .................................... 36 

HB4_q3_hq1.73 .................................... 36 

HB4_q3_hq1.74 .................................... 37 
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HB4_q3_hq1.81 .................................... 37 

HB4_q3_hq1.82 .................................... 37 

HB4_q3_hq1.83 .................................... 37 

HB4_q3_hq1.84 .................................... 37 

HB4_q3_hq1.91 .................................... 37 

HB4_q3_hq1.92 .................................... 37 

HB4_q3_hq1.93 .................................... 37 

HB4_q3_hq1.94 .................................... 38 

HB4_q3_hq1.99 .................................... 38 

HB4_q3_hq6.21 .................................... 38 

HB4_q3_hq6.22 .................................... 38 

HB4_q3_hq6.24 .................................... 38 

HB4_q3_hq6.41 .................................... 38 

HB4_q3_hq6.42 .................................... 38 

HB4_q3_hq6.43 .................................... 38 

HB4_q3_hq6.44 .................................... 39 

HB4_q4_hq4.11 .................................... 39 

HB4_q4_hq4.12 .................................... 39 

HB4_q4_hq4.13 .................................... 39 

HB4_q4_hq4.14 .................................... 39 

HB4_q4_hq4.15 .................................... 39 

HB4_q4_hq4.21 .................................... 39 

HB4_q4_hq4.22 .................................... 39 

HB4_q4_hq4.23 .................................... 40 

HB4_q4_hq4.24 .................................... 40 

HB4_q4_hq4.25 .................................... 40 

HB4_q4_hq4.31 .................................... 40 

HB4_q4_hq4.32 .................................... 40 

HB4_q4_hq4.33 .................................... 40 

HB4_q4_hq4.34 .................................... 40 

HB4_q4_hq4.35 .................................... 40 

HB4_q4_hq4.41 .................................... 41 

HB4_q4_hq4.42 .................................... 41 

HB4_q4_hq4.43 .................................... 41 

HB4_q4_hq4.44 .................................... 41 

HB4_q4_hq4.45 .................................... 41 

HB4_q4_hq4.51 .................................... 41 

HB4_q4_hq4.52 .................................... 41 

HB4_q4_hq4.53 .................................... 41 

HB4_q4_hq4.54 .................................... 42 
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HB4_q6_hq8.12 .................................... 48 

HB4_q6_hq8.13 .................................... 48 

HB4_q6_hq8.21 .................................... 48 

HB4_q6_hq8.22 .................................... 48 

HB4_q6_hq8.23 .................................... 48 

HB4_q6_hq8.24 .................................... 49 

HB4_q6_hq8.27 .................................... 49 

HB4_q6_hq8.28 .................................... 49 

HB4_q6_hq8.29 .................................... 49 

HB4_q6_hq8.41 .................................... 49 

HB4_q6_hq8.42 .................................... 49 

HB4_q6_hq8.43 .................................... 49 

HB4_q6_hq8.44 .................................... 49 

HB4_q6_hq8.51 .................................... 50 

HB4_q6_hq8.53 .................................... 50 

HB4_q6_hq8.54 .................................... 50 

HB4_q6_hq8.73 .................................... 50 

HB4_q6_hq8.74 .................................... 50 

HB4_q6_hq8.75 .................................... 50 

HB4_q7_hq8.31 .................................... 50 

HB4_q7_hq8.32 .................................... 50 

HB4_q7_hq8.33 .................................... 51 

HB4_Total_Expenditure [BLS] ...................... 21 

HB5_q1_hq10.10 ................................... 60 

HB5_q2_hq10.20 ................................... 60 

HB5_q3_pt1_hq10.31 ............................... 60 

HB5_q3_pt2_hq10.32 ............................... 60 

HB5_q3_pt3_hq10.33 ............................... 61 

HB5_q3_pt4_hq10.34 ............................... 61 

HB5_q3_pt5_hq10.35 ............................... 61 

HB5_q3_pt6_hq10.36 ............................... 61 

HB5_q3_pt7_hq10.37 ............................... 61 

HB5_q3_pt8_hq10.38 ............................... 61 

HB5_q3_pt9_hq10.39 ............................... 61 

HB5_q4_hq10.30 ................................... 62 

HB5_q4_hq10.40 ................................... 62 

HB5_q4_hq10.51 ................................... 62 

HB5_q4_hq10.52 ................................... 62 

HB5_q4_hq10.53 ................................... 63 

HB5_Total_Household_Income [BLS] ................. 17 

HB5_Total_Person_Income [BLS] .................... 63 

Household_No ..................................... 10 

Household_Ref [BLS] ..................... 10,23,29,60 
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Num_HB5 [BLS] .................................... 22 

Person_Id .................................. 23,29,60 

Region ........................................... 10 

Start_Week ....................................... 11 

Sync_with_HB20_q13 [BLS] ......................... 17 
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